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SBA
presidential
race poses
hard choice
for voters

Beaudry
coinpetition
boasts Inore
participants
than ever

Swish!

by Tasha-Ma.lie Kelly, :-IL
L1w Weekly

by Michellc J ohnson, IL
Law Weekly

his week, students will have the
opportunity to elect the Student
Bar Association leadership for the
1998-99 academic year.
One of the tightest races is expected
to be the presidential, between 2L candidates Liane Nomura and Eric Roth.
A student leadership position
would be nothing new for either. Roth
has been a SBA member for two years,
serving as both a delegate and treasurer. Nomura has no SBA experience, but
served this year as president of the
Asian Pacific American Law Students
Association.
Both Roth and Nomura stressed
these leadership experiences as highly
influential on their prospective presidencies. Nomura, in fact, decided to run
for president directly because of her
experience as APALSA president.
"There were issues I was concerned
with that were difficult for me to
address as APALSA president," she
said.
Nomura's goal is that SBA will provide a forum to address those issues as
well as those of other student groups.
Focusing on these issues, said Nomura,
"will bring them out into the open. This
serves all students and makes Georgetown a better place for everyone."
To further this, Nomura's "campaigning revolved around getting
endorsements and support of organizations, voices that have to be heard and
deserve to be heard in a larger structure." At press time, Nomura's
endorsement list was not yet finalized,
but she expected it to appear in student
mailboxes today. "We're creating a
platform; a group of people that come
from different perspectives and different organizations. I want SBA to be
accountable to their voices directly
through its representatives," Nomura
said.
Roth also commented on the
accountability of the SBA to both student organizations and the Law Center
community in general. " I'd like to see
SBA continue to further student interests . The purpose of the SBA is to serve
the students of Georgetown. In my

n the weeks preceding spring break,
the Barristers' Council sold over 290
packets to 1Ls interested in participating in the 47th annual Beaudry Cup
moot court competition. Of the 290,
approximately 991Ls actually turned in
the brief that will enable them to participate in the first round of oral arguments.
"We're thrilled about the turnout,"
said Andrew Lazerow, 3L, chairman of
the Barrister's Council. Lazerow, whose
name serves as the name of the respondent in the competition's case, noted
that this is the largest number of packets sold and actual participants in the
history of the competition. "That says a
lot about this first-year class," Lazerow
said, "[especially] because there are
fewer people in this first year class than
last year."
Lazerow added that the Council
holds the brief writing competition over
the spring break deliberately. "It's really a self selecting process," he said. "It's
a really hard thing to write the brief
over spring break, [but] people who
really want to do this will write [it)."
The briefs will next be graded by
three appellate counselor members of
the Barrister's Council and returned by
the end of March. The brief score will
comprise 40 percent of a participant's
overall score.
The oral argument will comprise
the remaining 60 percent. While Lazerow said that a really strong brief can
"carry" someone to the next round, "to
succeed you really need a good brief
and a good oral argument [score]," he
said. Lazerow stressed that the council
uses a standard deviation when grading the briefs.
"People don't grade the same,"
Lazerow noted, "[therefore] no one is
penalized for getting a 'tough' judge.
You're being judged against your peers
and in essence every single person's
brief is graded by an 'average' judge,"
he said.
Oral arguments will be heard
beginning next Wednesday, before a
panel of three judges, all council members. Competitors will be given 12 min-
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Poul Hlmmelsteln, 2L, refines his Jump shot and his spirit of giving in
preparation for Home Court. See the related story on page 4.

Barristers' Ball a
night to remember
hy Mid1cllcJohnson, IL
L1w Weekly

O

.K., everybody got really

drunk. Or maybe it was just
me. But everybody had a
good time. And why not? Everyone
was all decked out - the women in
gowns of varying lengths, the men in
tuxedos. This year's Barristers' ball
definitely lived up to its reputation.
"So far I think it's as good, if not
better, than last year," said SBA President Bert Cooke, 3L. Cooke noted
that this year there was a separate
room for those wanting to smoke.
Last year, several students had their
dresses burned when coming into
contact with other students' cigarettes.
"[We] made sure people are having as good a time as last year, while
at the same time accommodating
those folks who smoke," Cooke said.
The event sold over 850 tickets
and by 11 p.m. there were already
825 people in attendance. Some
brought dates. Some left with other
people's dates. As the evening wore
on, and the drinks kept coming, people discarded their inhibitions (and
some clothing) and let it all hang out.
Students whom I've never spoken to
were s udden ly some of the most
charming, eloquent people I'd ever

met. "I feel heartened by this great
show of spirit," said Aaron Arzu, 1L.
Everyone was laughing and talking and drinking, and drinking some
more, and it was really a great show
of school spirit and camaraderie
I think Martin Gustafson, LL.M.,
summed it up best when he said the
night was "awesome baby!"

ph<>lo hy Mid1cllc J olmson, IL

l.iw Weekly

Sharp-dressed SBA President Bert
Cooke addresses the crowd at the
Barristers' Boll lost Saturday night.

See BEAUDRY, page 4

See SBA, page 4
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Briefs
Come cheer for the home team

one of the best
Home Court XI is set to take place clinical training
Wednesday at 8 p.m. at Gonzaga High programs in the
Clinic
School. Tickets can be purchased for $6 country.
at the table in the chapel area; four town
meetings
bucks more gets you a groovy t-shirt as have been scheduled on Wednesday at
well. Come on out and cheer for the fac- 3:30 p .m. in the moo t courtroom,
ulty as they pay against the congres- Wednesday at 8 p.m. in Room 207, and
sional team.
Thursday at 3.30 p.m. in the moot courtroom. A party will also be held Thurs0
0
0
day at 4:45 p.m. on the third floor of
McDonough Hall. Come socialize and
Cuban centennial lecture
learn about the many clinics.
The Association of Cuban-American Law S tudents will present Dr.
0
0
0
Miguel Bretos of the Smithsonian Institution, speaking on "The First 100 Years Day student social
of Cuban Independence." AU are welThe Office of the Dean, Office of
come to attend Monday at 5 p.m. on the Student Affairs, Women's Legal
12th floor of the Gewirz Student Center. Alliance, and Women in Law as a Second Career will co-host a student and
Refreshments will be served .
faculty social Friday between 4 and 5:30
0
0
0
p.m. on the 2nd floor of McDonough
Hall. Come and meet your classmates
Time out for fun
and professors in a relaxed setting.
The Asian Pacific American Law
Students Association and Women of
a o o
Color Caucus will co-sponsor a study
break with free food and drinks Mon- Journal competition scheduled
day at 5:30 p.m. in Room 515. All stuThe 1998 journals write-on compedents are invited to attend.
tition will take place in May. First-year
students who wish to be considered for
0
0
Q
a journal must compete this year. For
more information, visit the competition
web site at www.law.georgetown.edu
Bailiffs wanted
Foreign Lawyers at Georgetown is / journals/ writeon.htmJ. First-year stuseeking bailiffs to help with the Philip dents with questions should contact
C. Jessup Moot Court Competition, to Elizabeth Monkus at (202) 662-9357.
be held March 30 through April 4 at the
ANA Ho tel, 24th and M streets North0
0
0
west. T his inte rnatio nal competition
will fea ture 60 teams from 40 countries The human face of law
around the world. Bailiffs will be in
The International Conference on
charge of assisting wi th the trials, the Law, Culture and the Humanities
recording scores, keeping time, and invites all Jaw s tudents to join in dispresenting the judges. For more infor- cussions of legal values, freedom of
mation contact Carlos Fernandez at expression, and the legal image in
(202) 338-8823 or Yvette Roozeenbeck at America's mass culture. This conference features an international, informal
(202) 939-6031.
network of scholars seeking to develop
conversation among persons engaged
0
0
0
in humanistically oriented legal scholarship. Events begin on Friday, March
Evening student social
The Office of the Dean, Office of 27, and continue through Sunday,
Student Affairs and Evening Students March 29. Conference programs are
Association will co-host an evening stu- available in Room 475.
dent and faculty social Tuesday
0
0
0
between 8 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. Meet and
greet your classmates and professors in
the 3rd floor atrium of McDonough Celebrate the 5oth
To mark the 50th anniversary of the
Hall.
independence of India and Pakistan,
the South Asian Law Students Associa0
0
0
tions at Georgetown University Law
Center, the Georgetown Washington
Trade experts to speak
The James Brown Scott Internation- University National Law Center and
al Law Society will present Professors the American University School of Law
Jo hn Jackson and Frieder Roessle r will host a conference on "Judicial
speaking o n "The Constitution and Activism in India and Pakistan" Friday
Jurisprudence of the World Trade and Saturday. For information, contact
Organization" Tuesday at 5:30 p.rn. at Rohit Bhoothalingam, LL.M., at (202)
or
by
e-mail
at
the Gewirz Student Cente r. A reception 483-5595,
bhoothar@law.georgetown.edu,
or
will follow the program .
Purvi Badiani, 3L, at (202) 362-9112, or
by e-mail at badianip@law.george0
0
0
town.edu.

Se habla Espanol
Meet enough Latinos
Zorro movie! Corne visit
Spanish Language Table
Wednesday behveen 5 and
.J

:..J

to make a
the Alianza
in the pub
6 p.m.

..J

Clinics aren't just for doctors
Interested m parhc1pating in a legal
clinic next year? The Law Ce nte r has

0

0

0

ACROSS
1. Insane
4. Ratify a passport
I. Miscblnous cbUd
11. Sina alone
12. SmeU
13. SE Asian laaguagn
14. Elevated rallway
15. Dra& behind
17. Coasresstonml a,oup
19. Siesta
21. Monlb (abbr.)
23. Sun

24. Restrainer
26. Fate la life
21. U•er SttttClon
31. Fall off to sleep
33. Fish e&I
JS. Cuvu bed

36. mm
31. Merit
41. CoDll!le degree (abbr.)
42. A Genbwln
44. Fish
45. BuUdlD& wing
47. WIK men
49. Yonder (poetic)
51. Allot
5'. Existence
56. Scrub ll1e floor
51. 2,000 pounds
59. Canal
62. Bueball lmpkmeot

...... .,, ............. ...

Nickel symbol
Fort - Gem
Bili•&
Green naetable
71. He~dltary unit
72. Moc:aasfn
DOWN
1. Tooth
2. American LeqDII! (abbr.)
3. Speck
4. Spe«b sound
S. NW stale (abbr.)
6. Emerceocy sipal
7. War god
I. Slanted letter
9. Cu1bioa
10. Lemon cbJffon
11. Send (put tense)
16. Prepoaltioo
JI. Door bandk
20. SkWet
22. Duloeu
25. Seed Ve5111!I
27. Hlgll roc:k
29. Ball hil la hl1h arc
30. 7th Grttk letter
32. Month (abbr.)
34. Night ~fore
36. He
37. Ase
39. Bun
40. Tree
43. Pro1ram
46. Allow
41. - - fix (predicament, t wo
words)
SO. Exalted character
52. Rmori•& medldne
53. Okla. town
55. California foa
57. Mld-AllHtlc: state (abbr .)
59. Snap
60. Verb
61. Gorilla
63. Hit llptly
67. Artkk
69. W. state (abbr.)

See SOLUTION, page 19

more information on this program, call
(202) 274-4184 or visit the meeting web
site
at
http:/ / www.wcl.
ame rican .edu/ pub/ humright/ wcrime
s / w a r _ c o nf . h t m l
http://www.wcl.american.edu/ pub/ h
um right/ wcrimes/ war_conf.hhnl.

Tribunals in perspective
The American Society of International Law will hold its regional meeting on March 31 and April 1 at American University Washington College of
Law, 4801 Massachusetts Ave .., N.W.,
The topIC will be " War Crimes Tribunals: Record and Prospects ." For

64.
65.
66.
61.
70.

0

0

0

Debate the environment
Dean James Huffman of North\,\estern School of Law of Lewis and
Clark College will debate Professor Lisa
Heinzerling on environmental issues

Wednesday at 3:30 p .m . in Room 344.
Refreshments will be served .

0

0

0

Help new students
Applications are now available for
places on the 1998 Orientation Team.
Team members will help first year students transition to the Law Center community and share knowledge from an
experienced student's perspective. This
is you r chance to tell new students what
you wish someone had told you . Vis it
Room 170 for more information.
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Bar Exam
Information Session

Tuesday ·
March 24th
2pm .
Room 206
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Steve Rubin, Esq.
Northeast Regional Director
BAR/BRI Bar Review
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BEAUDRY:

Co1npetition
draws 1nore
students
than ever
Continued from page 1

utes to speak. Lazerow warned that
some of the judges "will be throwing
out some of the wackiest questions
you've ever heard," but said the purpose is to judge the substance of the
competitors' arguments, their ability to
communicate, how well they handle
tough questions, use of case law and
their command of the facts.
Of the 99 who will participate in the
first round, between 35 and 50 will
advance to the second round. Twelve to
20 will participate in the semifinals,
leaving four to participate in the final
round. Finalists will argue before a
panel of real judges from the District of
Columbia Court of Appeals. All four
finalists will receive a prize, and the
judges will chose the "best oralist'' and
"best brief." Lazerow noted that the
best brief award could be awarded to

Showdown to take place Wednesday
by Amlrcw Sanford,
L1w Weekly

1L

on't worry, it's not too late to
get you r tickets. Wednesday
night the showdown between
the Law Center staff and the Capital
Hill Gang tips off at Gonzaga high
school. Home Court, the on-campus
student organization, is in its 11th season of sponsoring the basketball game
to benefit the Washington Legal Clinic for the Homeless.
A silent auction is going on up
until game day. Students can place
their bids for congressionally oriented
items such as autographed photos
and Capitol tours by congressmen. If
that doesn't suit your fancy, try bidding on some AMC theater tickets or
restaurant gift certificates. There are

D

someone who did not make it to the
finals.
As for Lazerow, he said that his
participation with the Barrister's Council has been the "best thing I've done at
law school [and] is the way in which I
will stay in touch with the law center."
"It's been a lot of fun, a lot of work,
[but] one of the best experiences I've

SBA: Elections Tuesday
and Wednesday
Continued from page 1

view, the president should be willing
to listen to everyone all the time and
must have an open mind and a passionate heart," Roth said.
To help achieve this goal, Roth
would draw on his experience as
SBA treasurer. "I have had the
unique opportunity to connect with
students as well
as the administration. I have
done my best to
be sensitive and
balance the concerns of all stud ent groups. I've
tried to be fair to
every group and
tried to do something for every
group."
But,
Roth
stressed, his concern would not
be limited to students involved in
organizations, but all students, day
or evening. " I want every student to
get an experience worth every
tuition dollar paid." To help ensure
this, Roth would work as "the chief
liaison between students and the
administration," and would address
issues of interest to all, such as
improving the Offices of Career Services and Financial Aid and fostering
more interaction with alumni.
In summing up their SBA visions,
both Nomura and Roth stressed service and accessibility. Said Nomura,
"I want to open avenues of communication in SBA. I want to make SBA
more accountable and accessible.

I've been on the outside looking in
and I want to give access to everyone
else and let them in on the decisionmaking and the dialogues."
Roth expressed a similar sentiment. "I have a real passion for
SBA," Roth said. If I am involved
next year as president, representative or SBA sweeper, that's fine with
me. I've seen SBA improve as an
organization, and I'd like to see it
continue to d o
so. I can bring
in-depth experience to the SBA
at a high level
•
and strong leadership. I am here
for all groups
seeking help and
advice and I
want to listen to
everyone ... student
groups,
women, minorities and evening
students."
One sentiment echoed by
both Roth and Nomura was the
desire to continue the work started
by current SBA President Bert
Cooke, 3L. Cooke's advice to both
candidates was to " remember that
SBA is a service organization. It takes
a lot of time and a lot of hours. The
president must be willing to respond
to th
,ncerns of the student body,
ad1•1
ration and staff. It is an
immense responsibility and it should
be taken very seriously."
Elections for SBA Executive
Board and House of Delegates will
take place in front of the chapel Tuesday and Wednesday. Run-off elections will be held Friday if necessary.

"I want every

student to get
an experience
worth every
tuition dollar
paid."
- Eric Roth, 2L,
SBA treasurer

also sports items, such as a Washington Capitals autographed jersey or
those two coveted spots on the basketball team for Wednesday night.
You can also snag a dinner with Professor Martin Ginsburg or Edith
Brown Weiss. There are many other
exciting items, so be sure to check the
table this week and place your bid.
Although the game is the main
event, there were other events that
occurred last week. The first event to
kick off the week of fund-raising was
the faculty bartending night held last
Tuesday. Saint Patty's Day had the
pub hopping to the beers and jeers of
students as they were served beer by
such notable Professors Michael Louis
Seidman, Michael Gottesman and
Nina Pillard.
Prior to the big game there will be

had at law school," he said.
Lazerow advises 1Ls to "relax and
have fun" during the competition. "You
know the stuff. You spent 10 days
working on the brief, relax and recognize that all the judges did what you're
doing." He also encourages students to
"moot'' with each other. "The best way
to prepare is to have friends sit down

a rally to send the team off in the 2nd
floor atrium of McDonough Hall.
Associate Dean Everett Bellamy will
be joined by Milton Reagan, Sheryll
Cashin, John Copacino, Joseph Page,
Heathcote Wales and others to represent the law center team. There will
also be an exciting half-time show featuring Professors Viet Dinh, Carrie
Menkel-Meadow, Kevin Quinn, Nina
Pillard, Susan Bloche and more.
The congressional team will feature Bill Barrett, Scott Klug, Gene
Green, Cliff Sterns, Mel Watt and
many more.
You definitely do not want to
miss out on this event. Ticket sales
will continue this week; tickets cost $6
and $10 will get you a ticket and a
stylin' green t-shirt to keep as a souvenir.

and grill you. [It] gets you thinking,
which is the most important thing."
Lazerow, who plans to go into litigation, had some additional words of
wisdom for competitors. "When you're
representing someone, there is always a
weakness in your case," he said. "The
question is, how do you handle this
weakness?"

Sports and entertainm.ent
law panel to discuss
copyright issues
by Audrcw Sanford, 1L
L 1w Weekly

aw isn't just about tax dodges and
wills and estates. Sports and
entertainment law is an area of
interest for many students at the Law
Center.
You don' t believe me? Then come
to the 12th floor of the Gewirz Student
Center Saturday. From 3 to 6 p.m., the
Second Annual Sports and Entertainment Panel Discussion will discuss
copyright issues in the film and television industry.
The afternoon will consist of two
separate panels. The first panel, "Copyright Issues in the Film and Television
Industry," will be moderated by Professor Richard Gordon, who teaches entertainment law. The panel will also feature Jay Rosenthal, entertainment
lawyer at Berliner, Corcoran & Rowe,
and Chuck Wilson, entertainment
lawyer at Black Entertainment Television. They will be joined by an attorney
from the U.S. Government Copyright

L

Office and Campball Killefer, an entertainment lawyer from Shaw, Pittman,
Potts & Trowbridge.
The second panel discussion, "The
Business of Sports Marketing," will be
moderated by Mark Levinstein, sports
lawyer at Williams & Connolly and an
adjunct professor. On the panel will be
Tom Barnett, sports lawyer at Covington & Burling and counsel to NFL Properties, George Cohen, partner at Bredhoff & Kaiser and counsel to the NBA
Player's Association and the Major
League Baseball Player's Association,
Dawn Ridley, counsel to the NFL Player's Association and Bill Strickland,
sports agent for Strickland & Ashe
Management, former head of the basketball division at International Management Group and a Law Center
alumnus.
The event is sponsored by the
Sports & Entertainment Law Society,
the Student Intellectual Property Law
Association and the Evening Students
Association.
Hors d' oeuvres and
refreshmen ts will be served.

Walbr Dicml Corpormoa, ID iateJlectual property development llbotatory bMed Ill Stamford, CT, is

NekiDa atudcltl who have completed ~ work 111 ClliiDccrl.ac or science or who have
c:omploted course, ID lntollec:tual propcty or pNled the pet8nt agent lnttract with iaventcn and biuineu
1taft'to dilc;u~ inventiona 111d commcrcJalizatloo 1trateglca, review and draft patent appllc:adons and
perform occ.uional legal reaearch. Selected employees will re«1lvo I t iar,.ificmt amouat oftnininJ in
patcat law and procedure and will be compensated baled upon experience.
Plcaso submit cover lcttet and rc,umc to:

Walker Digital
S Higb JUdge Pm:
Swnford, CT 0690,
Attn: Gail CU.Simano Dept. L

Fax 203.595-8328
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Lenten season provides time for reflection
come out of the darkness of the winter
season, we envision the seeds of life
L 1iv W eekly
being nurtured and blossoming in the
spring,"
Young said. "Lent is that turnor 40 days each year, some people
ing
toward
God like a flower turns
give up sweets, others alcohol and
towards
the
sun."
some their favorite television
Michalenko echoed those words by
show. Abstention from the things one
enjoys makes up part of the period of emphasizing that Lent is not about
fasting, prayer and penitence before "taking a scouring pad to our souls,"
Easter that is known in the Christian but about listening to God and learning
how he is speaking to us. "Lent is about
faith as Lent.
Although most Christians will give learning how we can enrich the lives of
up something for Lent, the true mes- others. This season gives us time to concentrate on how
sage behind the
w e are treating
Lenten season is
others and what
not so much about
we can do to betsacrifice as about
ter ourselves and
s e lf-re fl ec ti o n .
our relationships
"Lent is a time for
with
others,"
fin ding out w ho
Michalenko said.
we are and how
Lent is tradiwe are relating to
tionally celebratourselves,
one
ed
through
another and to
prayer,
fasting
God," said the
and almsgiving.
Rev .
Alexei
Michalenko, chaplain at the Office of During his Homily to the worshipping
community at the Law Center on Ash
Campus Ministry.
Lent begins on Ash Wednesday Wednesday, Michalenko discussed
when the ashes are blessed and applied how these traditional practices are
to the foreheads of the faithful as a sign about finding out who w e are and
of penance. The ashes come from the learning more about our relationship
burning of the palms used on Palm with God.
"Prayer is listening to God breaking
Sunday of the previous year and syminto our daily awareness," Michalenko
bolize reconciliation and penance.
The word "Lent" comes from the said. "This happens when we take time
old English word lenten which means for formal prayer and the silence that
"spring time." Acco rding to Sister attends it; when we pay closer attention
Dorinda Young, one can think of the to one another - friends, spouses, sibLenten season as a springtime of our lings and co-workers."
Fasting, according to Michalenko,
souls. "Our spiritual lives are reflected
in the changing of the seasons, so as we is the nurturing of our spiritual life by
by Ada Femaudcz, 3L

F

"Prayer is listening
to God breaking
into our daily
awareness."
- Rev. Alexei
Michalenko

ATTENTION LAW STUDENTS:
Are you interested in MORE than the black letter law?
What do you consider the legal image in America's mass culture?
Have you considered moral categories and legal values?
Are you aware of the new perspectives on freedom of expression?

Join us for Discussion at the
International Conference
on the

Law, Culture, and the
Humanities
This conference features an international, informal network of scholars
seeking to develop a conversation among persons engaged in
interdisciplinary, humanistically oriented legal scholarship.

Friday, Saturday, and Sunday
March 27th, 28th, and 29th
••Programs Available in Room 475..

facilitating our listening. " It is tuning
out the static of the rat race and the glut
of so many distractions that make it difficult for us to hear ourselves, so that
we can hear the message of God in our
lives."
Finally, almsgiving is more than
just giving money. It's caring for others
and being willing to respond as best we
can to their needs, Michalenko said.

THE GEORGETOWN

This semester, the O ffice of Campus Ministry is once again offering the
Prayer-in-Daily-Life Retreat which happens to coincide with the last week of
Lent. The inter-faith retreat is open to
the Law Center Community, and it
takes place here at the Law Center.
Applications are available at the Office
of Campu s Ministry, McDonough
Room 113.
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POLICY STUDIES

Environmental
Debate
Dean James Huffman,
Northwestern School
of Law, Lewis and
Clark College
vs.
Law Center Professor
Lisa Heinzerling
Wednesday, March 25

3:30 p.m., Room 344
Refreshments to be served
OPICS
cordially invites
the Law Center Community
to Celebrate the Spirit of Service
at the
Fifth Annual
Public Service Awards Reception
Tuesday, April 7, 1998
5:30pm - 7:00pm, 12th floor Gewirz
{ we guarantee you'll be inspired)
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Georgetown Gilbert & Sullivan Society 25th Anniversary

'H.M.S. Pinafore' sets sail this week
by l'cr Chilstrnm, IL
J.,;1w W eekly

re you interested in
seeing a witty musical
sati re of the late 19thcentury British navy? Do you
want to see your talented fellow students sing hysterical
songs and perform tricky
sailor jigs? Then you should
quickly reserve a ticket for
the Georgetown Gilbert and
Sullivan Society's spring production of H.M.S. Pinafore.
The lead players in the
show are Jeff Breslow, a Law
Center graduate, as Captain
Corcoran, master of the
Pinafore; Katie Pannattoni,
2L, as Corcoran's daughter
Josephine; Justin Woloscz,
2L, as Josephine's lover,
sailor Ralph Rackstraw;
Rhonda McKitten, 2L, as the
red and rosy Buttercup;
Aaron Copsey, a Law Center
graduate, as Sir Joseph Porter
K.C.B., head of the British
Navy; and Jay Wolman, 1L,
as the grisly sailor, Dick
Deadeye.
Gilbert an d Sullivan's
H.M.S. Pinafore is a tale of
mismatched love. Captain
Corcoran desires his daughter Josephine to marry the
a ristocra t Sir Joseph in an
effort to climb the social ladder beyond the rung of their
family's middle class status.
Josephine, however, has fallen in love with Ralph Rackstraw, who is nothing but a
lowly sailor. According to
cast mem ber Emma Gillette,
2L, who was reluctant to
detail the story any further,
the end is " full of shocking
surprises."
Director Jerrold Scott
explai.J;led
that
H.M.S.
Pinafore was Gilbert and Sullivan's opportunity to poke
fun at the highly delineated
class structure of the Victorian period in front of an audience comprised rµainly of
British aristocrats. The musical mocks the idea that it is
permissible for Josephine
only to rise up in status and
not downward to be with
Ralph. The character who is
lampooned the most is naturally Sir Joseph. Sir Joseph
has never been at sea and yet
he heads the navy because of
his class, his childhood talent
at polishing d oor handles and
his ability to think very little.
Gillette said she believed
that the audience would
especially enjoy the humorous songs "Never Mind the
Why or Whereforth" and
" When I was a Lad." The latter song I was fortunate
enough to see at GG&SS's
Thursd ay rehearsal and I
completely
agree
with
Gillette's recommen dation .
"When I was a Lad" is about

A

the absurdity of Sir Joseph's
high rank despite his being
completely unqualified. Not
only are the lyrics clever and
d roll but the tune is catchy

and I found myself going
through the chorus with the
rest of the cast by the song's
end.
Gillette encouraged her

fellow students to come to
next week's shows because
there "is so much talent on the
stage ... [and] people don' t
even know it when they walk

Jack Marshall, a founder of the Georgetown Gilbert & Sullivan Society, stars as Sir Joseph
Porter K.C.B. In GG&SS' first production of H.M.S. Pinafore In 1977. Pictured In the
background are Sir Porter's sisters, cousins and aunts.

GG&SS celebrates 25 years
of tights in Illoot courtrooill
courtroom.
The group's executive board (made up
of an annually elected group of seven stuave you ever wondered who those dents and one member of the alumni) is
people are that are always selling responsible for the various phases of creattickets outside the chapel? No, the ing each production: choosing the shows,
other ones. The ones with the television hiring directors, scheduling auditions,
behind them. The ones playing videos of designing sets, props and costumes, reservlaw students acting, singing and occasional- ing rehearsal and performance space, publy dancing? Well, let me introduce to you licity, ticket sales and the endless mysteries
the Georgetown Gilbert & Sullivan Society. of production week. The individual memGG&SS (as the group is referred to by bers of the group then build the sets, find
its members) is the oldest non-law related the props and sew the costumes, rehearse,
student organization at the Law Center. For put up posters and stuff boxes, sell tickets,
the past 25 years, GG&SS has been dedicat- hang lights and eventually, perform on
ed to entertaining the Law Center commu- stage.
It seems like an awful lot of work for
nity with a variety of plays, musicals and
who also have to worry about law
people
Gilbert and Sullivan operettas.
school,
and
it is; but so is working at a job,
The group was founded 25 years ago
to a journal, mock-trial
or
being
dedicated
when several students and three professors
team,
clinic
or
public
interest association;
(Richard Gordon, Paul Rothstein and
and
they
don'
t
even
get
to wear tights on
Heathcote Wales) put on a performance of
Gilbert and Sullivan's courtroom farce Trial s tage. The crazy people are the ones that try
by Jury in front of 600 audience members to do everything, and they do exist.
This year marks the 25th anniversary of
packed into the moot courtroom. The group
continued putting on a Gilbert and Sullivan GG&SS. Many mem bers of the alumni will
operetta every year and eventually added be congregating here this weekend to see
plays and musicals to form its current line- this spring's production of H.M.S. Pinafore.
up: a Broadway musical in the fall, a stu- Several special events are planned, includdent-directed play in the winter and a ing a wine and cheese reception before Friday's performance and a retrospective preGilbert and Sullivan operetta in the spring.
GG&SS is now comprised mainly of law sentation by one of the group's fo unders
studen ts and alumni; however auditions are after the Saturday performance.
The show promises to be fun for all. So
open to everyone, including professors and
and see your fellow law students
come
members of the community. The shows are
exhibit
their many talents. After all, who do
rehearsed wherever space permits at the
you
think
they're doing this for?
Law Center in the months prior to opening
night. As the shows approach, their sets are
Barzilay is the publicity director for the
built in the parking garage and moved into
Georgetawn
Gilbert & Sullivan Society. For
the moot courtroom, transforming it from a
mock courtroom into a 19th-century British more information abou t the Georgetawn Gilbert
naval vessel, a venetian courtyard, a stately & Sullivan Society please visit their web site at
manor house or, occasionally, an other www.angelfire.com/md/ggss.
by lla.11 Ba.i-zilay, 2L
C ues/ writer

H

by [members of GG&SS] in
the halls." She
believed that
the audience ~
would enjoy ~
seeing " people who love to do
something so much that it's
obvious to see [that love at
each performance]." Scott, a
professional actor himself,
stated that the production is
"as good as any other as any
other show I've been a part of
. .. [and the cast possesses] a
lot of professionalism, dedication and seriousness."
Gillette also explained
that the cast is particularly
excited and "full of energy"
because the Saturday show
commemorates the 25th
anniversary of GG&SS. Hundreds of alumni from all over
the country are returning to
the Law Center for this performance, which will be followed by a mixed-media presentation hosted by the
group's founder Jack Marshall. Law Center graduates
Mattie and John Condray
provided further perspective
on GG&SS' s long history as a
group. The couple met
th rough GG&SS, married,
and have continued to perform in the productions (Mattie has done 26 shows and
John 25).
John explained that the
"experience [of putting of
each play] is so intense that
the friendships and relationships tend to be lasting."
Mattie similarly stated that
she considered " the group
and all its alums as an
extended
family .
[The
anniversary is going to be]
like a family reunion, a
chance to see people I haven' t
seen in years."
Whether or not you can
squeeze into the already wellattended Saturday performance, I strongly recommend
checking out this entertaining
and enjoyable musical put on
by a hard-working and gifted
cast. The show is the perfect
study break and the tickets
are cheap. To miss this would
really be unfortunate.

H.M.$. l.>in.afore is
playing this week from
Wednesday through 'fn'..
day at 8 p.m. and Satur~
day at 7 p.m. in the moot
courtroom. Tickets, on
sale thi11 week outside the
chapel~ are $5 in advance
4nd $8 at tJte d,Q(it'far $W'"'
dents and $10 for non~
students. For que#ions or

r~seroations plc11se call
(202) 662..9270· or t ~ht4it

ggss@law. gecrrgetown.
edu.
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Law fellows recount research and writing experience
by Alvin Lu, 1L
L.,w Weekly

"I've had some teaching
experience in the past, and
I thought it would be a
good experience to do it."
- Erin Sokol, 2L

he legal research and writing program is looking for a few good law fellows for the 1998-99
school year. But how do you know if being a
law fellow is right for you? Some current law fellows
share their experiences.

T

Hearing the call
Randy Ravitz, 2L, had many different reasons for
becoming a law fellow. "I had heard that being a law
fellow is one way to strengthen your skill in research
and writing," he said. "[The position] seemed multifaceted - you're part teacher, part advisor, part
friend, part student, part editor. In a way, [being a law
fellow] combined a lot of different activities ... in one
position." Ravitz said that as a law fellow, he has
enjoyed teaching workshops and conferencing, and
has grown progressively more comfortable with these
activities.
For Tanya Epstein, 2L, one of the principal reasons for becoming a law fellow was to get more writing experience. "I thought that going through second
year without thinking about [research and writing]
would be a bad thing, [and] it's been very useful."
Epstein also sought a different type of activity for her
second year. "Law school's a very passive thing, and
being a law fellow is much more active and engaging
.. . instead of sitting in big lecture classes. On both
counts, Epstein believes that her actual experience as
a law fellow has met her expectations.
Erin Sokol, 2L, looked forward the chance to draw
on her past experience as a teacher. "I've had some
teaching experience in the past, and I thought it
would be a good experience to do it." Looking over
the past year, Sokol said, "[being a law fellow] has
been the best experience I've had in law school. I'm
sad that it's going to be over."
Pursuing an interest in teaching was also one of
the motivations of Keith Benes, 2L. "I kind of have a
long-term interest in academia," said Benes. " [I

thought] to get a little experience teaching now would
be a great opportunity." Benes said he really enjoyed
the teaching, and "hopefully my students thought
that I didn' t do a horrible job."

A challenging position
Ravitz, Epstein, Sokol and Benes agreed that the
principal challenge is the time commitment. "It is an
insane amount of work," said Benes. " It wiped out a
lot of weekends for me." In particular, he cited commenting on papers as the biggest drain of time. Sokol
especially agreed with this last point. "With the first
three or four [papers], it takes sometimes three hours
to do each paper. It's an enormous time commitment," she said.
Epstein also found it particularly challenging to
schedule other activities along with her law fellow
duties. She said that it was especially difficult during
the fall, when she would often have to leave town for
job interviews but be back in time to hold workshop.
In addition to the time commitment, Ravitz found
it challenging to anticipate questions that students
will have. "We're always hit with unexpected questions about the law, about legal writing in general,
about Bluebooking, about expectations and priorities," said Ravitz. Sokol said she was surprised to discover that what her students found easy or difficult
were often different from what she herself had found
easy or difficult during her first-year. "For each person that takes the class, some things just come very
naturally," she said. "It's very difficult to explain
what comes naturally and what doesn' t."
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Many law fellows also report that their position
does enhance the resume. "It's definitely one of the
things that employers look at the most," said Sokol.
Benes agreed, "I probably had at least half of the interviews I did where it came up and it was a focus of the
questions." There was at least or two law firms where
it made the difference."
But making the resume look better is not the only
benefit of being a law fellow. Ravitz and Benes, for
example, said they believed that their own research
and writing skills had improved. Epstein also said she
now feels more comfortable with the writing.
Epstein enjoyed the opportunity to meet and
work with first-year students. "It's a steep learning
curve first year; it's nice to remember that and see it
all the time." Benes echoed this feeling and noted that,
"It's almost like we've forgotten what happened the
year before. [It's surprising] realizing how much you
learned during that first year."

Advice for future law fellows
So what should prospective law fellows look out
for?
"Expect to put the time into it," said Sokol.
"Expect you have to be available all the time, to be
available to hold conferences. I didn' t expect the
exhaustion that it entails." Ravitz also recommends
that prospective applicants find out as much as possible about what being a law fellow involves, and to
make sure you' re not over-committed to other things.
"Look at it as something that can be fun," he added.
"I would urge anyone applying to think really
hard about it," advised Epstein. "Avoid doing it for
status reasons. Plenty of people aren' t law fellows and
do well. Do it for more personal reasons, because of
the time commitment."
Benes added, "It does involve an enormous
amount of time. I thought it was all worth it. I have
absolutely no regrets." Law fellow applications are
available in Room 540 and are due Thursday at noon .

egal
Quackery

The do's and don't's of criminal procedure

In New York City, as a shopper left a convenience store, a man snatched her purse and ran from
her. The clerk immediately called 911 and the woman was
able to give police a description of the assailant. Within minutes,
the police apprehended the suspect and returned to the store. The thief was
taken out of the car and told to stand for a positive I.D., to which her replied,
"Yes officer, that's her. That's the lady I stole the purse from."
In Kentucky two men tried to pull the front off a cash machine by running a chain from the machine to the bumper of their pickup truck. Instead
of pulling the front panel off the machine, they pulled the bumper off their
truck. Scared, they left the scene and drove home - with the chain still
attached to the machine - with their bumper still attached to the chain with their vehicle's license plate still attached to the bumper. There is just no
substitute for a little common sense.

A Louisiana man walked into a Circle K, put a $20 bill on the counter and
asked for change. When the clerk opened the cash drawer, the man pulled a
gun and asked for all the cash in the register, wltich the clerk provided . The
man took the cash from the clerk and fled, leaving the $20 bill on the counter.
The total amount of cash he got from the drawer? Fifteen dollars. If someone
points a gun at you and gives you money, has a crime been committed?

0

0

0

"Crime, like virtue, has its degrees."

- Racine, Phedre
"Successful and fortunate crime is called virtue."
·· •
- Seneca, Hercules Furens

~

"Censorship is the height of vanity."

•

"It is easier to fight for one's principles than to live up to them."
- Alfred Adler
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Fringe benefits

- Martha Graham
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Prepare to survive summer job interviews
by M,uy Calkins, IL
J,;1w W eekly

hen you mailed out dozens of
resumes, you thought they
were disappearing forever
into the black hole of a partner's wastebasket. But suddenly the phone rings,
and it's your dream employer, calling
to set up an interview for a summer job.
After you recover from your initial
shock (someone actually read the cover
letter that you sweated over for an
hour), a different kind of tension sets in.
Sure, you know the basic drill: wear a
suit, be on time and don't order the
most expensive dish on the lunch
menu. But beyond that, how will you
handle this interview?

W

interesting cases or deals handled by
the employer, and mention them during the interview.
The Office of Career Services also
keeps questionnaires on file from students who have worked at summer jobs
in the past. Reading the questionnaires
for a particular employer can give you a
better sense of what the summer job is
likely to involve, and give you ideas for
more informed questions and responses.

Your big moment: the Interview

Communicating
easily
with
employers is a skill that takes practice.
While professional interviews are a
new experience for many first-year students, some are already "old hands" at
the process.
During his previous career in busiDo your homework
Keith Benes, 2L, a law fellow who ness, Bernie Sharfman, lL, helped interteaches a first-year legal research and view candidates for professional posiwriting section, shared interview tips tions. This spring, when Sharfman himwith his students earlier in the semes- self became the candidate, his underter. According to Benes, advance prepa- standing of the interview process
ration is the key to a good inte rview . helped him successfully land a summer
"Think of [interview] questions ahead position.
"I think you really have to be
of time," Benes suggested. He added
that lists of sample questions are avail- engaging, friendly, open and a real person," Sharfman said. "When I would
able in the Office of Career Services.
Besides writing down questions to interview people, I would look for what
ask about the job, anticipate questions made them stand out in a crowd,
the interviewer might ask you. "Before whether that was good grades, work
you go in at all, make up an outline experience or something else. Whatever
with specific examples of questions and you have, try to emphasize it."
Sharfrnan also cautioned novice job
answers," Benes advised. "The more
specific you can be, the better. That seekers to "manifest a level of maturity
way, you won't be blind-sided during and don't start making jokes right off
the bat. Try to feel the interviewer out
the interview."
As part of your preparation, always beforehand. Don't just assume that
read the employer's brochure thor- everyone shares your sense of humor."
To get a sense of your personality,
oughly in advance. Look for subtle
cues; an employer usually emphasizes some interviewers will deliberately ask
its preferred areas of work in the off-the-wall questions. They may belitbrochure and devotes less space to tle your credentials or ask how you
minor areas. Many firms and govern- would deal with a difficult person.
Others will put odd knickknacks or
ment agencies also maintain their own
toys
in a prominent spot on their desk
web-sites, so research is only a mouseto
observe
your reaction to the gadgets.
click away. Jot down a few questions
based on your research. Take note of Be aware that interviewers may push

Ticket- sales start M_onday, March DI

BALTIMORE ORIOLES
VS. DE-TROil TIGERS
Oriole Park.at Camden Yards
S_unday, April 5
1:35 p.m. ~ $11
Tickets are available to GULC students, staff and faculty.

The Office of Student Affairs, Room 170
llCICEr SAUS POUCIES. ~ the firll two days of sale, lher9 la • Um1t at two tlckllte per pel'IOl'l. + Dw1ng the
t'nt two dlly8 d Nie, 20% d the tlcbte will held bed< for .... lild.lslYeiy to: J.D. E~lng Sludenle (n defined
by the regielrw'• lillt), LLM. studeria end Joint OegrM studenb who ere o f f ~ this -.t81'. + Hetdb-=k tlcbC8 ITWY be P',FChued llftel" 5:30 p.m. only. + It la pouible thllt •II the held-oac:k tldcetl will be sold
on tw tlrlt dlly d MIN. + On the third dlly d NIN, J rr, ol b held-OIICk tldatta .,.. •till rnllllble, !hey may
be pu,::tmNd by Inf....... + Tlc:ba nwy be pudwNd with cuh 0( chec:k only. Ch8cb lhould be mede
pey8llie lio "GULC." Tlc:Ma c:emot be pl-=ed an student ecauu gr p.,ct-.cl with • cnc11t card. + All Ales
. . In per.a,, only, fnt-<Omit, fnt--.,.f. + All ....... flnlll.

"I think you really
have to be engaging,
friendly, open and a
real person."
- Bernie Sharfman, 1L
the limits, but if a potential employer's
questions or actions truly make you
nervous, you would probably be better
off seeking another job.

Following up and moving on
Sending a prompt thank-you letter
is more than just a nice gesture. It also
allows you to once again express your
interest in the position, and provide any
additional information, such as references or dates of availability, that the

employer requested.
Even if the worst happened, and
you flubbed some questions or sensed
that the interviewer wanted different
answers, don't be too hard on yourself.
Just make a note to remedy any gaps in
your preparation before your next
interview. If you feel you were wellprepared, a bad interview may simply
be a sign that you didn't fit into that
particular employer's "job culture."
Finally, remember that even when
an interview goes smoothly, a job is not
guaranteed. Arthur Whang, 2L, a recent
presenter at an interviewing workshop
for first-year students, noted that" rejections are inevitable."
Whang advised job seekers to be
"persistent and patient." Each interview provides a fresh chance to find an
employer receptive to your goals and
personality.

Caravan Grill provides
unique Persian fare
by Brandon "Cavin" Dcll'Aglio, IL, and Julie
"GcrtnJ<lc" Fclclmau, IL
L1w W eekly

ost of you probably think of
Persians for their rugs and
oil, but last week Gavin and
Gertie got a chance to try their cuisine at a restaurant called Caravan
Grill. Tucked away in a little nook on
18th Street Northwest, just north of S
Street, the Grill is relatively inexpensive for the amount of food in which
you can indulge, ranking a $ and a
half price rating. If you choose to
dine off the menu, which consists of
kabobs, it will run you about $10.
For those of you who would like
to eat off plates ... bad joke. No, really, for those who opt for the buffet, it
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approximately ~
$5 for lunch and
$10 for dinner. By the
way, buffet means all-youcan-eat, for those of you who didn' t
study French. (Side bar: the owner
informed us that the buffet was allyou-care-to-eat. This is the difference
between American and European
concepts of the buffet. To most of the
world, a buffet is a small sampling of
various foods, while to us its a mad
frenzy to gorge yourself full of food
to get your $5 worth!)
First we sampled the buffet (no
relation, by the way, to Jimmy Buffet). We ate ground beef kabob,
which was extremely tender. The
smoked eggplant, which was
pureed, was also quite tasty. The
beef stew, consisting of savory beef,
green beans, potatoes and carrots,
was Gertie's personal favorite. It
makes Gertie's mouth water just
thinking about it. (Unless of course,
it was an unfortunate case of rabies.)
The roasted chicken was also
quite palat.a ble. But perhaps the
biggest surprise was the scrumptious
saffron rice, which was flavored with
spices beyond description.
We were also brought some
fresh-baked bread, which was somewhat like pita, though a bit more
thick ·and fluffy. This bread is traditionally dipped in several varieties of

yogurt, including Gertie's favorite
one, which uniquely combined
cucumbers and yogurt. If you are a
bit on the adventurous side, you
might want to try the yogurt soup,
which had a curiously minty taste.
Onto the kabobs! Gavin loved
these meaty morsels, which were
accompanied by that delightful saffron rice that we raved about. The
chicken kabob was spicy and not too
filling.
The somewhat more substantial
beef and lamb kabobs were wellprepared and juicy. Incidentally,
contrary to popular belief, most Persian dishes are not spicy, which
made it all the easier for Gavin to
gobble down the kabobs, amidst
large gulps of rice.
For dessert, we had an incredibly
unique ice cream, which was very
rich and covered in rosewater, giving
you a bizarre feel of running through
a meadow, though usually normal
people don't actually eat the roses as
they run through.
It is worth visiting Caravan Grill,
if for no other reason, than at least to
partake in this rosewater ice cream.
We also tried the roulette cake,
which was actually a safe gamble. It
was moist yellow cake filled with
righteous (dude) cream.
One final word about a typical
Persian beve rage called dooghe. This
is a yogurt drink, with a salty-minty
taste which Gavin claims can be
acquired. All in all, Caravan Grill
provides a flavorful, off-the-beaten
path experience, that will be a particula r for those of you who are up for
trying something new.
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Editor's note: Georgetawn's clinical
program is the best in the country and one
of the signature strengths of the Law Center. Wednesday and 111ursday there will
be tawn meetings in the moot courtroom
where students can learn more abou t the
wide range of learning and public-seroice
options available in the clinics. Many of
the clinics will also host open houses and
inf ormation sessions this week. Applications for next year's clinics are due next
Friday, April 3.

,11,1

into the seminar, with students discussing their current work in case
rounds. Students are welcome to stop
by the Appellate Litigation Clinic's
offices in Room 123 to learn more
about our program.

0

0

0

Center for Applied Legal
Studies
Number: 12 (fall) and 16 (spring)
Duration: fall or spring
Credits: 6
Appellate Litigation Clinic
Faculty: Schrag, Brittingham and fellaws
Number: 18
Eligible Students: 2Ls and 3Ls
Duration:full year
Prerequisites: none
Credits: 8
In 1998-99, the Center for Applied
Faculty: Goldblatt and fellaws
Legal Studies will continue its InternaEligible Studen ts: 3Ls
tional Human Rights Project. Students
Prerequisites: evidence recommended
The Appellate Litigation Clinic represent international refugees who
provides students with a unique seek political asylum in the United
opportunity to practice law before States because of persecution in the
some of the most important courts in countries from which they have fled.
Under U.S. law, people otherwise
the country, including the U.S. Courts
of Appeals for the District of Colum- subject to deportation (now called
bia and 4th Circuits and the U.S. removal) may win asylum here by
proving past persecution or a wellSupreme Court.
founded
fear that if they are returned
Akin to a small public interest law
firm, the clinic specializes in criminal to their home country, they would
and civil appellate litigation, involv- face persecution because of their race,
ing habeas corpus and prisoners' civil religion, nationality, political opinion,
rights claims. Our cases often concern or membership in a social group.
Several of our clients have come to
issues of first impression presented by
newly enacted federal statutes. Stu- this country fleeing life-threatening
dents represent clients under the situations and egregious violations of
direction of Professor Steven H . Gold- fundamental human rights. CALS students work in pairs, with each partblatt and two supervising attorneys.
Eighteen students enroll in the nership assigned to represent at least
clinic on a year-long basis. Students one refugee. The client will probably
gain extensive hands-on experience in be a person whose request for asylum
brief-writing and oral advocacy. has already been rejected once by the
Every brief filed by the clinic under- U.S. government, .µ1d who is therefore
goes numerous revisions, with stu- facing imminent deportation.
During the course of the semester,
dents maintaining primary responsibility for the final product. Students CALS students will undertake all the
learn to hone their w riting skills actions that a professional attorney
through this process of supervised would complete in taking the case
from start to finish, including interrevision.
In any given year, a handful of viewing the client, researching the
students have the opportunity to human rights records of the client's
argue a clinic case in court. Those stu- country of origin (including learning
dents who do not have an opportuni- to conduct some fairly sophisticated
ty to argue in court are trained in oral international electronic computer
advocacy in clinic-operated moot searches), creating a case plan, develcou rts. Whether students argue in oping documentary and testimonial
court or in the clinic-sponsored moot records to prove that the client either
courts, they participate in multiple suffered past persecution or will sufpractice sessions to strengthen their fer future persecution if forced to
return, locating and preparing lay and
oral advocacy skills.
In addition to the clinic's active perhaps expert witnesses, and writing
practice in the District of Columbia an asylum application, a brief and
and 4th Circuits, the clinic typically other substantial documentation.
The culmination of the semester is
files several petitions for writs of cerordinarily
a hearing before a federal
tiora ri in the Su preme Court each
administrative
law judge, at which the
year. Since 1990, the clinic has briefed
and arg ued three Supreme Court students are responsible for delivering
opening and closing statements, precases on the merits.
The clinic seminar provides stu- senting all the testimony and docudents with a forum to discuss the spe- ments, and defending their client
cific skills involved in appellate prac- against cross-examination by a Justice
tice, includ ing recognizing appealable Department Immigration and Natuissues, writing persuasive briefs and ralization Service attorney.
CALS instructors will help to prepresenting effective oral argument.
The seminar addresses the laws gov- pare students for each of these tasks
erning federal appellate procedure as through two weekly classes, simulawell as issues of profes~ional responsi- tion exercises, tutorial meetings, feedback on draft written products, and
bility arising in the appellate context.
Reference to the clinic's docket, mock hearings. The student/ teacher
both past and present, is incorporated ratio in the Clinic is 4 to 1, ensuring
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extensive supervision in the preparation and execution of each task.
CALS instructors regard their
function as assisting, advising, and
preparing the students to perform
these key events, not as telling them
what to do - we stress the importance of students taking personal
responsibility for their actions as soonto-be professionals within the adversary system.
CALS instructors are Professors
Phil Schrag and Mary Brittingham
and fellows Michele Pistone and
Rebecca Story.
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Criminal Justice Clinic
Number: 38
Duration: full year
Credits: 12
Faculty: Copacino, Smith, adjuncts and
fellaws
Eligible Students: 3Ls
Prerequisites: evidence, criminal law,
advanced criminal procedure or equivalent
The Criminal Justice Clinic provides third-year law students with an
opportunity to experience every
aspect of criminal litigation in a supervised environment which emphasizes
meticulous preparation.
Students in the clinic practice as
defense attorneys in the courts of the
District of Columbia and work with
the Correctional Services Program of
the Public Defender Service to prepare
and argue post-conviction matters for
inmates in the corrections system.
The clinic focuses on the trial of
criminal cases but aims to promote an
awareness that lawyers cannot function effectively in any litigation context without a sophisticated knowledge of the relevant substantive and
procedural law, the factual setting,
and the client's needs. Detailed attention is given, during seminars and
videotaped simulation, to such skills
as interviewing, counseling, investigating, negotiating, examining witnesses and arguing to a judge and
jury.
The seminars and individ ual
supervision meetings are designed to
promote reflection on the relationship
of these skills to the litigation process
and on the lawyer's role regarding
both.
Under the supervision of clinic
personnel, third year s tudents are
responsible for all aspects of representing defendants charged with
crimes in the local courts. The faculty
for the clinic include Professor John
Copacino, the director of the clinic,
Visiting Professor Abbe Smith, and
four Prettyman/ Stiller Fellows.
Adjunct Professor Hastings Jones,
director of the Correctional Services
Program at the Public Defender Service, supervises the parole cases.
The Criminal Justice Clinic presents the opportunity for trial experience with a wealth of supervision and
support. Students who undertake
responsibility for clients' freedom
should expect to work extraordinarily

hard to provide the best legal representation possible. They should also
expect to learn a great deal about the
criminal justice system and the role of
the defense attorney in that system.
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Domestic Violence Clinic
Nu mber: 8-12
Duration: fall or spring
Credits: 6
Faculty: Epstein and fellaws
Eligible Students: 41 credits
Prerequisites: evidence
When Janelle Walker called the
Law Center's Domestic Violence Clinic, she had been forced to flee her
apartment because of her husband's
continual physical abuse. During the
most recent incident, Walker's husband had grabbed her by the collar
and slammed her body to the floor. He
stood over her and struck her repeatedly with a chair for more than five
minutes, bruising her all over her
arms, legs, stomach and chest. Later
that night, Walker left and spent the
night at a local motel.
The Domestic Violence Clinic took
Walker's case, and the students who
represented her went to trial and won.
The judge granted Walker a year-long
civil protection order, which required
her husband to vacate the apartment,
to refrain from assaulting, threatening
or in any manner contacting Walker
and to stay away from her. "Having a
trial was an exhilarating experience,"
said one of the students w ho worked
on the case. "I finally remember why I
went to law school."
Walker' s case is typical of those
handled by the Domestic Violence
Clinic, where students represent victims of family violence in the District
of Columbia Su perior Court. Pursuant
to the district's Intra-family Offenses
Act, such victims are entitled to a wide
spectrum of relief, including stayaway and no-assault orders; awards of
child custody and support; and d irection to domestic violence, drug and
alcohol counseling.
The clinic's work in combating
domestic violence is particularly
important in light of the overwhelming scope of the problem. Metropolitan Police receive over 19,000 calls for
assistance in famil} buse cases each
year .
The single largest cause of injury
to women in the United States is abuse
by their husbands, boyfriends or sons.
In fact, domestic violence causes more
serious injuries to women every year
than rapes, car accidents and muggings combined.
Clinic students work in two-person teams, handling three cases from
initial client interview to trial. In addition to their civil suits, many clinic students have an opportunity to practice
in a quasi-criminal setting by bringing
criminal contempt actions against
abusers who have violated a client's
civil protection order.
Through their clinic experience,
See page 10
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students learn the skills necessary to
pre pare a case fo r trial and to be effective courtroom advocates.
To prepare their cases for trial,
students engage in intensive fact
investigation, including interviewing
witnesses and subpoenaing medical
records, police reports, and information about the respondent's finances.
Students also do extensive legal
research on relevant principles of civil,
criminal, and family law as well as on
evidentiary issues which may arise in
their cases.
In addition to case work, clinic
students attend a seminar class which
covers 1) substantive law, including
civil, criminal and family law as well
as relevant procedural, evidentiary,
and ethical rules; and 2) pre-trial and
trial skills training, including opening
statements, closing arguments, direct
and cross examination, and settlement
negotiations.
To find out more about the
Domestic Violence Clinic, interested
students are welcome to stop by the
clinic offices in Room 334. The clinic
supervisors are Professor Deborah
Epstein and fellows Elaine Grant and
Lori Kohn.
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Family Opportunity Clinic
Number: 6-8 (fall) and 6-8 (spring)
Duration: fall or spring
Credits: 6
Faculty: Macklin
Eligible Studen ts: 2Ls or 3Ls
Prerequisites: evidence for 3Ls
The Family Opportunity Clinic
concentrates on special-education
advocacy and litigation for young
people (ages 2 to 21), their parents,
aunts, uncles and grandparents in the
district~
The clinic takes a holistic view of
young people and their families.
Hence, if other legal needs arise (such
as school discipline or transfer issues,
health coverage, public benefits, custody or adoption) while working with
a family, clinic students may choose to
handle (or help refer) these matters as
well.
Clinic students work in teams of
two and have primary responsibility
for all stages of their cases.
Clinic work includes detailed fact
development (interviewing youth and
adult clients, contacts with teachers
and assessment personnel, school
observations, consultations with
experts in the field of edu cation, psychology, psychiatry, neurology and
other medical specialties), negotiation
(often with school officials and often
in the context of meetings to plan a
student's educational program and
services), trial preparation (including
preparation of witnesses, direct and
cross examination, motions and opening and closing statements) and the
conduct of administrative hearings.
At times, litigation in federal district court is considered, prepared and
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required.
Students occasionally have the
opportunity to work on a small number of broader policy projects.
The clinic's impact projects have
included community-based educational workshops and legislative
advocacy, including the drafting of
legislation, lobbying and preparing
witnesses to testify before the City
Council. Clinic students in the spring
and fall of 1995 researched, revised
and published two editions of the Public Benefits Sourcebook, the basic manual on public-benefits eligibility for district residents, used by residents,
lawyers and advocates throughout the
district.
Classes meet twice a week (for a
total of four hours) throughout the
semester. At the beginning of the
semester, there are extra sessions the
two days before school starts (fhursday and Friday) and the first two Saturdays. Class sessions cover a variety
of areas, including the substantive and
procedural laws for education and the
various health coverage and public
benefit programs, process and lawyering skills, policy analysis, different
theories of advocacy and rounds on
the clinic's cu rrent cases.
The classes are conducted in seminar fashion and include simulation
exercises concerning intervie wing,
counseling, and negotiation skills. The
clinic is committed to teaching the
importance of working with clients as
well as for them.
The clinic has space for six to eight
second- and third- year students each
semester. A slight preference will be
given to third-year students because
half of all students accepted must be
third-year and able to be certified
under district law-students-in-court
rules. An interview will be required of
all students who apply.
Professor Laura Macklin, who
directs and teaches the clinic, uses this
opportunity to make sure each applicant has a detailed idea of the clinic's
activities and requirements and can
make an informed decision about his
or her interest. Macklin teaches the
clinic both semesters, together with
two third- or fourth-year students
who serve as teaching assistants.
If you would like to talk with students currently in the clinic, you may
stop by Room 311. To talk with Laura
Macklin, stop by Room 312G.
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federal Leglslatton Clinic
Number: 12 (fall) and 12 (spring)
Duration: fall or spring
Credits: 6
Faculty: Feldblum, Foster, Westmoreland
and fellows
El
Students: 2Ls or 3Ls
I
sites: none
• rn.. Federal Legislation Clinic is
designed to teach students how to
become effective legislative lawyers.
A legislative lawyer is a person who is
trained to recognize policy and legal
issues in a proposed piece of legislation; perform the legal research neces-

sary to support or oppose legislation
and to develop creative legal solutions
to policy problems; present legal and
policy solutions in clear and persuasive oral and w ritten forms; and
engage in negotiations to promote the
adoption of legislative solutions.
The clients of the clinic are advocacy groups who represent individuals and organizations that do not have
the resources to hire legislative
lawyers. During the 105th Congress,
the clinic worked on such issues as
maintaining welfare benefits for
immigrants, modifying welfare and
Medicaid reform proposals that
adversely affect poor people, protecting the rights of children and adults
with disabilities and creating federal
privacy protections for medical information.
Each clinic student quickly
becomes an integral part of the team
working to advance the client's legislative agenda. The student's research
on a proposed piece of legislation usually serves as the basis for crafting
statutory or report language and for
resolving legal and policy issues in a
bill before it is introduced or as it
moves through Congress.
In addition to participating in
client meetings, coalition meetings,
and meetings with congressional staff,
students prepare a full range of materials used to advocate for legislation.
Depending on the client's needs, students write briefing papers, talking
points, colloquies, hearing testimony,
floor statements for senators and representatives, legislative text, and committee a nd conference report language.
Clinic students study legislative
process and procedure during an
intensive three-day seminar held just
before the beginning of classes in
August, and during classes held periodically throughout the clinic semester.
The clinic also employs a "case
rounds" approach in which students
take turns presenting their work on
the various clinic projects and leading
discussions to resolve the drafting
problems related to their work.
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Harrison Institute for Public Law
Number: 12 (housing) and 12 (policy)
Duration: full year
Credits: 10
Faculty: Stumberg, Newman, Diamond,
Sneeringer and fellows
Eligible Students: 2Ls or 3Ls
Prerequisites: none
The Harrison Institute offers two
clinics for second and third-year students. Housing & Development Clinic
students work in teams to help their
clients confront some of the most serious challenges of urban life.
A housing team will work to help
tenants buy their buildings and
redress unsafe conditions. In the past
few years, the institute has represented over 30 associations with 6,000 residents.
This includes purchase or conver-
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sion of more than 750 housing units
and over $10 million in financing. A
development team will help community development corporations develop facilities or expand services in such
areas as child care, commercial development and health care.
Harrison clients are ethnically
diverse: many speak only Spanish.
Spanish-speaking law students can
make a distinct contribution.
Students meet frequently with
clients, negotiate with city officials,
lenders, vendors and property owners, draft legal documents, and counsel clients on real estate, corporate and
small business development.
Seminars emphasize the law of
group client relations, multi-family
housing law, corporate law and governance, business tax and nonprofit tax
exemption, and financing for community development. The skill components include project planning, negotiations, drafting, financial packaging
and analysis, managing cultural differences and public presentations.
Students in the Policy Clinic work
in teams to develop model legislation
and design cutting-edge programs
that make the economy more inclusive, participatory and sustainable.
A "health services" team will
work
with
nonprofit
service
providers, community health coalitions and community foundations
across the nation to develop policies
that promote preventive care and create community jobs. Policy topics are
likely to include outreach strategies
that involve community health workers, standards for conversion of nonprofit health institutions to for-profit
status and community benefit standards
fo r
tax-exempt
service
providers.
A "democracy and trade" team
will work with state government associations, national environmental organizations, human rights networks and
federal government agencies that
negotiate and implement international
agreements.
Policy topics are likely to include
negotiations on the Multilateral
Agreement on lnvesbnent, sovereignty provisions of implementing legislation for treaties and trade agreements,
and state/local procurement preferences that are designed to implement
human rights treaties. A third group
of students will work on local land use
and economic development policies
for national coalitions or local governments.
Topics are likely to include zoning
code revisions, community partnerships to meet the needs of homeless
people, and micro-enterprise development to support job creation by individuals.
The curriculum covers strategic
planning, policy research, drafting,
lobbying and public presentation
skills. After classroom training in the
fall , spring seminars include extensive
student presentations and a field trip
to the Maryland General Assembly.
See page 11
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Seminars involve frequent participation of state legislators, lobbyists and
policy advocates throughout the year.
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Institute for Public
Representation
Number: 16 (fall) and 16 (spring)
Duration: fall or spring
Credits: 12
Faculh;: Parker, Babcock, Campbell and
fellows
Eligible Students: 2Ls or 3Ls
Prerequisites: none
The Institute for Public Representation is a public interest law clinic
and one of the leading public interest
law organizations in the United States.
Each semester, sixteen second and
third year students work on issues
concerning civil rights law (especially
the rights of persons with disabilities),
communications law and policy (such
as children's television, advertising,
and the effects of the new telecommunications reform bill and new technologies such as the Internet), and
environmental protection (focusing
principally on problems affecting residents of the District of Columbia).
The students receive intensive
training in legal analysis and writing
and other advocacy skills, as well as
an introduction to issues raised by the
practice of public interest law. Three
faculty members and five graduate
fellows work with the students, who
receive 12 credits per semester.
IPR has established a national reputation in the areas of disability rights
law, telecommunications law, and
environmental justice. IPR' s work
generally involves federal court litigation (at both the trial and appellate
levels), administrative rule-makings
and other proceedings before federal
and state agencies and the District of
Columbia government.
Many of the cases involve broad
issues of public policy and most offer
students the opportunity to work
directly with clients, community
groups, national and local organizations and other attorneys. All involve
exposure to the actual work of being a
lawyer dealing with sophisticated
legal materials and concepts.
Examples of current projects are
preparation of a brief in the 5th Circuit
concerning access of low-income
households to telephone service, helping District of Columbia community
groups close down trash transfer facilities in their neighborhoods, and Federal court litigation on behalf of deaf
patients denied interpreter service at a
local hospital.
IPR attracts students with a broad
range of career goals and interests.
Students with an interest in public
interest law as a career will have an
opportunity to get to know other
lawyers in the community who are
engaged in public interest practice,
and to work with clients served by
public interest lawyers.

Regardless of their career goals,
students at IPR benefit from participation in the process of decision-making
and careful preparation of complex
pleadings and other documents.
IPR students also have an opportunity to obtain a greater understanding of their personal roles as attorneys
and the responsibility of lawyers in
society. There are weekly two-hour
seminars led by IPR faculty and fellows, and weekly clinic meetings that
provide additional specialized training or at which students discuss issues
arising in the cases on which they are
working.
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National Women's Human
Rights Clinic
Number: 4-8
Duration: spring
Credits: 6
Faculty: Ross and fellow
Eligible Students: 3Ls
Prerequisites: none
Acting at the urging of student
activists, the Law Center first established the Sex Discrimination Clinic in
1980. As the clinic's name suggests, its
primary mission from the beginning
has been to advance the cause of gender equality. Over the years, clinic students and faculty have provided representation to a broad range of clients
seeking protection from gender-related discrimination and violence.
This year, the clinic is proud to
announce an exciting new international human rights project: advancing
gender equality around the world.
The clinic will help women in many
different countries solve problems
such as domestic violence, pregnancy
discrimination, sexual harassment and
the glass ceiling. To do so, the Sex Discrimination Clinic is inaugurating a
new clinic: the International Women's
Human Rights Clinic.
The clinic is · also pleased to
announce the continuation of its project on domestic violence in Washington. In this long-standing program,
students gain litigation experience
while helping victims of domestic violence use the law to stop the violence
in their lives and to gain their own
autonomy. The Sex Discrimination
Clinic will be renamed the Domestic
Violence Clinic.
Women around the world face
very similar problems, no matter what
the legal system. Domestic violence,
discrimination in employment, education, and access to property and credit, national laws that discriminate
against female citizens, systems of
family law that systematically disempower women in the family: these are
problems women from all countries
share and have begun confronting in
earnest through the law in the last 30
years. Domestic violence sometimes
takes different forms in different cultures, whether it be beatings, threats,
assaults, female genital mutilation,
female infanticide, or bride burning.
Whatever the particular form, however, it is found in all countries, without

exception. The same is true of every to equal partnership in the family. In
national and international forum,
form of inequality that women face.
Advocates working in national, women have successfully mounted
regional and international human equal protection attacks on genderrights forum have been pushing the based citizenship and immigration
law forward, using whatever legal laws, social security laws, jury service
tools are at hand and creating new laws, laws banning night work by
ones when need be. The new Interna- women, and laws requiring women to
tional Women's Human Rights Clinic use their husbands' names. Clinic stuaims to go even further. Working via dents, working by Internet and videoInternet ties and video conferences conferencing with advocates abroad,
with women's rights advocates and will win similar victories.
The clinic will thus simultaneousclients in developing countries,
Georgetown students and faculty will ly help lawyers around the world
make international human rights law advance the legal status of women
a reality by using it to advance the and build close international ties with
legal status of women in countries others doing the same work. We
around the globe.
expect to both learn from and conThe new clinic plans to start pro- tribute to this project. Clinic faculty
jects in both legislation and equal pro- have ties to a number of countries in
tection litigation. For example, next Africa, Asia, and South America (e.g.,
year we will be working with Dora Ghana, Tanzania, Mongolia, India, the
Byamukama and Kulsum Wakabi, Philippines, Thailand, Costa Rica and
two experienced women's rights Chile). Based on local assessments of
lawyers in Uganda who recently need, we eventually expect to work
formed a new public interest group -- with lawyers in these countries and
Law and Advocacy for Women in others on projects of joint interest.
To find out more about the new
Uganda.LAW-Uhas taken as its first
priorities the subjects of domestic vio- International Women's Human Rights
lence and the denial of property Clinic, interested students are welrights, employment discrimination, come to stop by the Sex Discriminaand reproductive rights.
tion Clinic offices in Room 334. The
The clinic will work with LAW-U clinic is a six-credit, one-semester
on legislation to help eradicate domes- course, open to both second- and
tic violence. Clinic students will do third-year day students and third- and
legal research on the different laws fourth-year evening students who,
countries have used to attack domestic before enrolling, have completed 41
violence, and the international and credit hours, including evidence. Sturegional human rights' obligations dents must also have already taken
that require Uganda to enact similar Ross' course on international and
legislation. Working in conjunction comparative law on the rights of
with the Domestic Violence Clinic., women, or be simultaneously enrolled
students may also litigate one domes- in that course. The clinic seminar will
tic violence case in Washington, in meet twice a week and cover both suborder to deepen their understanding stantive law and skill exercises. Clinic
of how the civil protection order supervisors will include Ross, a felprocess works.
low, and women's rights advocates we
Clinic students, working with work with abroad.
LAW-U lawyers, Professor Susan
Deller Ross and a fellow, will then
0
0
0
draft a Ugandan statute and legislative materials that meet the require- Juvenile Justice: Delinquency
ments of international and regional C linic
human rights law. In doing so, they Number: 4 (I) and 10 (II)
will be advancing human rights law Duration: fall (I) and full year (II)
and building new models for other Credits: 6 (I) and 10 (II)
countries to use.
Faculty: Mlyniec, Holland and fellows
On the litigation front, the new Eligible Students: 41 credits
clinic will be instrumental in bringing Prerequisites: evidence
human rights equal-protection lawThe Juvenile Justice Clinic is a
suits challenging gender-discrimina- program for third-year students that
tory laws. Students will work with provides representation for children
advocates and clients in other coun- in delinquency cases in the District of
tries to develop strategy, research Columbia Superior Court.
options, and draft litigation docuStudents represent clients individments (complaints and amicus curiae ually; each student is responsible for
briefs). Most countries, and many approximately three to five cases per
sources of human rights law, have semester. Fourteen third-year stustrong equal protection clauses. Just as dents will be chosen for the Delinthe United States had no history of quency Division the first semester; 10
using its equal protection clause on will continue through the second
behalf of women until 1971, many semester. The cases undertaken by the
other countries are just now beginning clinic involve misdemeanor and
to explore the potential such suits felony charges.
While litigation techniques are
offer.
, Advocates have challenged, or constantly stressed, the purpose of the
want to challenge, such diverse laws program goes far beyond the teaching
as those that deny women the same of trial skills alone. The clinic aims to
right to own property that men have,
See page 12
the same right to work, the same right
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0
teach students to think independently
and to synthesize ideas, legal principles, and factual information in order
to represent clients. It also seeks to
develop in students the ability to analyze the substantive law, determine its
appropriateness and challenge it
when it no longer serves its stated
purposes.
Although the clients in the Juvenile Justice Clinic are minors, and the
cases involve litigation primarily in
the area of delinquency, the lawyering
skills developed are transferable to the
practice of law in other contexts.
The method of education used in
the Juvenile Justice Clinic cuts across
the boundaries and compartments of
law school to include the study of
what one commonly thinks of as other
disciplines.
We do so with a belief that these
principles assist in understanding the
relationship between lawyer and
client and the role of law in society.
Classes meet twice a week and directly relate to the clinical work.
They include seminars and simulations devoted to interviewing, counseling, negotiation and examining witnesses.
An interview is required for all
students who apply. Please designate
your preference for fall semester only
or full year on the application. Selection is by lottery.

0
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Law Students in Court
Number: 25
Duration: full year
Credits: 10
Faculty: Hay and adjuncts
Eligible Students: 41 credits
Prerequisites: evidence
The Law Students in Court program is a litigation program for thirdyear students w ith an emphasis on
civil courtroom advocacy. Students
from Georgetown and four other area
law schools practice in the District of
Columbia Superior Court. Students
spend at least one day per week in
court advising and representing indigent persons under the supervision of
seven supervising attorneys.
The program's emphasis is on
landlord and tenant cases, but other
civil actions, including consumer,
automobile negligence and prisoner
cases, are handled. The program is the
largest in-court civil legal service program in the city.
Because of the weekly court
appearances and the program's
important role in providing legal services, there is a strong emphasis on
real-world litigation practice. However, that emphasis is only the beginning
of what the program seeks to do.
The cases that the students handle
are the foundation for the clinic's goal
of helping students to understand the
theory and practice of law. Classes
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and supervision are structured in a
way to promote reflection on what the
role of a lawyer should and can be.
There is an intensive, three-week
orientation period which includes
substantive law and procedure, interviewing and counseling, negotiation
and conciliation and the basics of
motions and trial practice.
Following orientation there is a
weekly seminar at the Law Center
which seeks to build on the knowledge of law and procedure and courtroom and trial skills introduced in orientation.
Law Students in Court also is
offered in the summer in a format
designed to make participation by
evening students more convenient.
There will be a separate application
process for the summer program. Students with questions should call (202)
638-4798 and ask to speak to any civil
supervisor or stop by the office at 419
7th St. N .W., Suite 202.
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Street Law: High Schools Clinic
Number: 24
Duration: full year
Credits: 6
Faculty: Roe and fellaws
Eligible Students: 2Ls or 3Ls
Prerequisites: none
In the Street Law: High Schools
Clinic, second- and third-year and
evening law students teach a twosemester course in practical law to stu-

dents in high schools throughout the
District of Columbia.
The course covers criminal, tort,
consumer, housing, family and individual rights law. It culminates in a
city-wide mock trial tournament held
at the Superior Court and a final trial
between the top plaintiff and defendant teams of Law Center.
In addition to gaining a greater
knowledge of the substantive law and
trial practice by teaching these topics,
law students benefit in a number of
ways. Students develop confidence
and ability in oral presentation.
The legal system is seen in the
context of those persons directly
affected by it and broad concepts such
as justice and order are given concrete
examination. Law students learn to
explain the law in lay persons' terms.
Moreover, teaching is a personally
rewarding, public service with immediate results.
The clinic requires a two-hour
weekly seminar at the Law Center,
substantial planning and preparation
and teaching a one-hour class three
days each week in a District of Columbia high school. Clinic faculty provide
instruction in substantive law and
teaching methods and field supervision in the schools.
Law students earn six credits for
the year-long course. As a result of
this clinic at Law Center, similar clinics have been established at more than
25 other law schools around the country.
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Students; •s in advance I
Non-Students; •10
Children under 12; Free

•s at the door

M"oot Court Room
Geor~etown University Law Center
600 New Jersey Ave. NW
Washington, DC

Tickets Go On Sale March 16•1, Out.iJe rlhe Law Center Chapel

For Reservations Please Ca.II 202.662.9210 or Email ~~H@lnJldo~.~or~etown.edu
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MO NDAY, MARCH 23, TO FRIDAY, MARCH 27, 1998

Georgetown University Law Center

•

THE
ASSOCIATION OF CUBAN·AMERICAN
LAW STUDENTS

CLINIC TOWN MEETING
PRESENTS

DR. MIGUEL BRETOS
OF THE
SMITHSONIAN INSTITUTION
Wednesuy

March 25

3:30 PM

In The Moot Court

Wednesday

Mardi 25

8:00 PM

In Hall 207

Thunday

Mardi 21

3:30 PM

In The Moot Court

.

LEARN MORE ABOUT CLINICS AT THE PARTY
Thursday, March 26

DR. BRETOS WILL PRESENT A LECTURE AND SLIDE
SHOW ON THE FIRST 100 YEARS OF CUBAN
INDEPENDENCE

4:45 • 6:30
THIRD FLOOR ATRIUM

APPLICATIONS FOR CLINICAL COURSES ARE DUE:
APRIL 3

MONDAY, MARCH 23
5:00 PM, 12™ FLOOR GEWIRZ
FOOD AND REFRESHMENTS WILL BE SERVED.

ALL ARE WELCOME.

ROOM 127

71,,;~~~~~~~

International
Law · ,··Society

ALIANZA

presenting Georgetown professors

J a c kson
Roessler
and

'lwo of the b iggest bad-boys in int'l trade, speaking about

The Constitution and Jurisprudence of the

World Trade Organization
Tuesday, March 24
Gewlrz 12th Fl oor

~ ~:~6TABUlW-PESG·NETO

l83/4ot(531.6g)·

DO NOT MISS
THE ALIANZA SPANISH LANGUAGE TABLES

5:30 p.m.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 25, 1998

Reception and huge free
fo~
•v.e

got1a blow IOl'Tl9 enck:iHh&--yaar dough

IN THE PUB FROM 5-6 P.M.
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Lee to receive award
The Student Bar Association's 1998
Thurgood Marshall Medal of Justice
award ceremony will be held on the
evening of Thursday, April 9, at the
U.S. Supreme Court. This year's recipient will be Bill Lann Lee, the acting
assistant attorney general for the Civil
Rights Division of the Department of
Justice.
The medal is awarded annually to a
national or international figure who
best represents the ideals of civil rights,
social justice or human rights for which
Marshall lived and fought.
It is designed both to honor the
memory of Marshall and to reward and
encourage those who carry on the
struggle for social equality. Past recipients include Margaret Cary, Bryan
Stevenson, Paula Scott, Judge A. Leon
Higgenbotham,
Jr.,
and
Gay
McDougall.
Lee was selected from a pool of students' nominees based on his life-long
dedication to the struggle for the civil
rights of the systematically oppressed.
His accomplishments and determination in this realm make him a recipient
befitting the memory and works of Justice Marshall.
The event is scheduled to last from
7 to 9:30 p.m. It will consist of the presentation ceremony, including remarks
by Dean Judith Areen and a keynote
address given by Lee, followed by hors
d' oeuvres, alcoholic and non-alcoholic
beverages, and a piano accompaniment
by local jazz musician and law center
alumnus, Marcus Johnson.
Many Law Center professors will
be present and, in the past, Supreme
Court justices have been known to
attend.
All Law Center students are welcome to attend, but seating is limited.
Tickets are free and will be dispersed by
lottery.
Students can sign up for the lottery
outside the chapel all this week for a
chance to hear and meet Lee and other
members of the legal elite. Lottery winners will be announced next week.
- Rob Arreola, 3L, SBA day vice
president

,,,110

that Nomura organized so that selected
groups could hear from candidates
seeking endorsement. Nomura spoke
only of "access and accountability," but
when I asked why all candidates were
not invited to share their views to the
organizations present, she responded
that there just wasn't time to organize it
properly. I found her response dubious
for a candidate interested in providing
"access."
The only access provided at that
meeting was "access" for pre-selected
candidates to pre-selected student organizations. Suffice it to say that is not my
vision of a legitimate forum. The problem is that Nomura does not have concrete goals for the SBA, because she has
never been on the SBA, not as a delegate, not as an officer.
Roth has served on the SBA and
knows what can be accomplished as its
president. If you want access to student
services and accountability for tangible
results, vote for Eric Roth.
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Letters

This year, there are several outstanding candidates for the senior leadership of the SBA, particularly for vice
president and president. Ed Lai has
shown himself to be an energetic supporter of SBA events who has a real
concern for the welfare of his fellow
students.
More important, this last year has
given him experience with the SBA.
Presidential candidate Eric Roth
has served on the SBA for two years,
most recently in the difficult job of treasurer. Like Cooke before him, serving
as treasurer has given him experience
dealing with every school organization
and put him in contact with every
aspect of the school's financial planning. How well the president understands the funding process and can use
that knowledge will not only affect how
much money the SBA (and ultimately
- Jason Bennett, 2L, SBA archivist
each student organization) gets, but
will affect how well he can be your
0 0 0
defender when your tuition goes up
again.
Continuity counts
Eric has also followed Cooke's footAs I finish my third year in the Student Bar Association, I am both happy steps in working closely with the
to report that a great deal of progress administration this year, building the
has been made in terms of organization groundwork that will be essential to
and cooperation, but sad to say that the being acknowledged and respected as
president next year.
body still has quite a ways to go.
Clearly, among the candidates for
I have been particularly impressed
president,
Roth is the choice for knowlwith the way the body has taken a
strong interest in including the section 7 edge and experience.
I also put a lot of emphasis in
evening students in the life of the
rewarding those that have "paid their
school.
During this year, the SBA and Pres- dues" by efficiently and effectively
ident Bert Cooke have looked for every serving in the lower, thankless posiopportunity to get the evening students tions of the SBA, before grabbing the
involved, both from a social perspec- limelight of senior leadership.
As treasurer, Eric has demonstrated
tive, and in giving us a stronger voice in
an impartial ability to make choices
SBA and school matters.
In particular, we have seen great which have benefited all students, but
dividends from the establishment of the he has also made the tough budget
SBA Evening Students Affairs Commit- decisions which have angered a vocal
tee and the tremendous support of the minority.
Next year, the SBA has the opporSBA body in response to the cancellation of the fall graduation (which dis- tunity to strengthen its weaknesses, furproportionately harmed e_vening stu- ther cooperation and build stronger ties
with the administration - in short, to
dents).
be a much better SBA than I entered in
In
retrospect,
each
year
the
SBA
has
0 0 0
taken ste ps forward and back. During 1995.
the 1996-97 school year, although much
I thank my fellow evening students
Roth v. fluff
I have listened to both candidates more organized and efficient than in the for the opportunity to serve and
talk about their goals as SBA president. previous year, the SBA was bitterly encourage everyone to get out and vote
Most Law Center students will not have divided into camps based on member- this week.
ship in particular student organizathe opportunity.
- Markus Dausses, 4E, SBA evening
I know and admire both candidates tions.
vice president
Specifically, the evening students
on a personal level, but the only candidate who can improve the services for were often the "odd man out" and the
0 0 0
every Law Center student is Eric Roth. opposing sides battled for the remains
Eric has actually been on the SBA for of the budget. This year the body was
more focused on achieving ends Great end, questionable means
tw.o years.
I am very supportive of the Equal
Liane Nomura has never served the through cooperation and reaching out
organization she now wishes to lead. to the administration to ensure the stu- Justice Foundation and the fund drive
that provides summer grants of $3,250
For the last year, Eric has served as trea- dents' viewpoint was heard.
However, with that said, the SBA to students seeking public interest
surer and as a member of the finance
committee. Eric is responsible for the still has a long way to go. It needs to employment.
However, I have concerns about the
annual Hockey Night trip. He dreamed focus much less on process and (endless) debate, and gear itself more way in which applicants are selected to
it up and made it happen.
Eric and I dreamed up the SBA out- toward streamlined meetings and receive grants.
Currently, applicants write a SOline bank. Eric understands that stu- achieving the goals desired by the stuword description of the project for
dents don't want fluffy, feel good dent body.
speeches about the need for a student
The challenge to the officers who which they seek funding. Students and
voice. Students want services.
will be elected this week is to clearly faculty members who donate to the
Eric has been on the Finance Com- identify those goals early and achieve fund are then permitted to vote for up
mittee (the organization that decides them without getting paralyz.ed in the to 20 projects they would like to see EJF
your tuition) working to keep the cost details and process that has bogged fund (although bidders at the auction,
of attending law school down. Eric is down so many of our meetings. Anoth- whose money also goes to the fund, are
not a member of a vast array of student er challenge to the new executive lead- not allowed a vote). The projects with
organizations, seeking a higher ership will be to ensure that they repre- the most votes receive funding.
sent the entire student body, and not
·The process is anonymous. Stupedestal to promote its ideas.
just
a
select
organization
or
group
at
the
dents'
names are not attached to their
He is someone who deals in realistic concrete goals. I have my doubts Law Center, as was the problem in descriptions, and, from March 16 until
the funding decisions are announced,
about Nomura. I attended a meeting 1996-1997.

applicants are not permitted to discuss
their summer projects with any member of the law school community.
This process does not seem to serve
the purpose of EJF well. First, it seems
bizarre to base such important funding
decisions on what for most students is a
quick glance at a long list of project
descriptions.
Whatever one might think should
be the criteria for funding determinations - demonstrated commitment to
practicing public interest law, a personal statement, importance of the project,
etc. - surely it should not be based on
a quick scan of two-sentence project
descriptions, particularly when the voters are most likely either students who
don't care very much who gets the
money but just wanted to donate $30, or
applicants who have a huge stake in
who gets the money and, if they' re
strategic, will only vote for themselves.
Also troubling is the rule against
talking about one's project after March
16. The theory is that EJF wants donors
to vote for projects not people. But the
theory breaks down in practice. There is
no prohibition on talking prior to
March 16, so students who are lucky
enough to secure employment early are
free to let everyone know about it
before March 16.
And it is simply unrealistic to
expect people not to tell their friends
where they have a job for the summer.
So people who don't have friends willing to shell out $30 to vote for them are
at a disadvantage, and donors who
know what their friends are doing will
vote for those projects.
EJF provides a great service to the
school. For many students, an EJF grant
can mean the difference between
spending a summer doing public interest work or working at a firm. The
funding decisions ought to be based,
not on randomness or game theory, but
on some objective criteria.
Many law schools that solicit students contributions for summer grants
have committees - comprised of students, faculty, and the equivalent of the
staff of the Office of Public Interest
Career Services - that make the funding decisions.
Such a committee at Georgetown
would ensure that a diverse, qualified
group of applicants receives funding,
and it would increase the legitimacy of
the decision process.

- Tamar Todd, 1L
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Book fair needs your help
The Student Bar Association's Book
Fair, held at the beginning of this
semester, was a tremendous success,
and plans are under way to institutionalize it as a continuously running
resource for students to save money.
However, someone has stolen the
account envelopes from the SBA office.
While there was very little money
taken, the information on the people
who participated was.
We need the people who dropped
off books to come by the SBA office and
fill out an information sheet. This will
help us to recreate the account files and
computerize the whole process.
We apologize for any inconvenience and are trying to make every
effort to improve this service to the Law
Center community. If you think the
Book Fair is a good idea and would like
to help, please let us know.

- SBA Book Fair Committee
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Editor's note: Candidates in contested
races for SBA Executive Board positions
were invited to submit statements, which
are printed below, for this week's elections.
Voting takes place in front of the chapel
Tuesday and Wednesday.

President

•

Liane Nomura
Accessibility and accountability
these are qualities so important to an
effective student government.
Accessibility means that your voice
will be heard - your concerns, your
issues, your ideas.
Accountability means responsive to
you r voice, transforming what's heard
into action.
I am committed to an accessible
and accountable Student Bar Association. I understand that many students
feel that Georgetown does not respond
to their needs.
As president of the Asian Pacific
American Law Students Association
this past year, I have experienced frustration with the lack of channels available for students
to express their
concerns for serious issues o r to
bring up innovative ideas.
Therefore, as
someone
who
often feels that
Georgetown does
not take my voice
into account, I am committed to representing those who have similarly felt
excluded from the SBA agenda.
Through meetings with student
organization, town meetings, SBA
office hours and open lines of communication, the SBA must solicit concerns
and new ideas through many channels,
opening the door and being accessible
to involvement by all students.
There are many important issues
which law s tudents are concerned
about, including the Office of Career
Services process, the Law Center' s sexual assault code, financial aid for
evening students and public interest
alternatives to on-campus interviewing.
I share these concerns.
Moreover, I know that others have
different issues they wish to bring to the
table, ranging from social to political to
academic. These student concerns must
be heard and action must be taken by
the SBA.
Action can take many forms.
Through the SBA, students have direct
access to the faculty and administration.
We must use this voice to advocate
for change so we may all work towards
our common goals.
Action may also include helping to
sponsor events with student organizations.
Or, the SBA may sponsor its own
events, broadening the Law Center
experience. Through action, the SBA
must be accountable to the students it
represents.
Finally, I am running for SBA president alongside a group of students
who are equally committed to accessibility and accountability. By their
diverse experience in advocating student concerns, they bring their own
voices to the SBA.
In this way, we hope to provide an
additional layer of representation.
Through such diversity, we can create a
strong student community which will
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promote events, programs, and discussions which will benefit everyone.
Please vote for an accessible and
accountable SBA. Thank you.
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Eric Roth
As the current Student Bar Association treasurer, I have seen the SBA
improve as a service organization. Nevertheless, the SBA can do more to solicit and address the concerns of the student body as well as increase and
improve the delivery of services offered
by GULC.
The SBA is the student community's primary and most effective liaison
to the administration. As president, I
promise an SBA that aggressively cultivates open, informative, and result-oriented communication with the administration to better meet your needs.
Remember, both GULC and the SBA
exist to serve you.
As SBA president, I will fight to
reduce tuition increases; improve the
Office of Career Services and the oncampus interview process for first, second and third-year students; increase
the responsiveness and efficiency of the
Office of Financial Aid; foster more frequent student interaction with and utilization of alumni; broaden the range of
services available at the Student Health
Clinic; expand the
provision of services offered to
evening,
LL.M.
and joint degree
students; raise the
level of student
group
funding;
increase the number of old exams
available on Bulldog; resurrect the speaker's series as a
tool to inspire debate on relevant legal
issues; reinstate the Corcoran event for
incoming first year students; enhance
the SBA outline bank; and schedule
more book and commercial outline
fairs.
In the aggregate, my initiatives
underlie the central purpose of student
government - improving student services. I hope to facilitate an experience
worthy not only of your tuition dollars
but of future contributions as well.
I am confident that I possess the
creativity and determination necessary
to implement programs that achieve a
better quality of life and sense of community within the Law Center.
Additionally, I believe that my
membership on the SBA Executive
Board and experiences with the GULC
administration distinguish me from
other candidates.
As the current SBA treasurer and
member of the tuition-setting Finance
Committee, I frequently work closely
with students, student groups, and
members of the administration to
resolve differences and achieve consensus.
My experiences in these influential
positions give me a unique and intimate
understanding of GULC's financial and
administrative infrastructure; an understanding I will use for your benefit.
While I fully appreciate the many challenges facing the administration, I am
first and foremost an advocate for the
GULC student community.
As SBA president, I promise a service-oriented SBA that is more
informed, more responsive, more
proactive, and thus more representative
of your interests.
Therefore, I respectfully ask for

your vote and thank you for your consideration.

Treasurer
Brian Buescher
I have decided to run for Student
Bar Association treasurer because I
believe I have the experience and abilities to effectively serve as treasurer. I
see the position of treasurer as much
more than simply a clerical position.
This job involves interaction and discussion with student organizations, faculty, and administration. As we all
know, students at the Law Center have
very little opportunity to have an
impact on organizations, faculty, and
administration.
Students also have very little
opportunity to have an impact on
where our money goes. Given our limited discretion over funding, we should
make the most of the money we do
have. If elected, I will do what I can to
make sure our money goes to organizations and activities that students like
and attend.
I believe a priority should be given
to those activities that brings together
the great diversity of our law school. In
the past, I have had extensive experience working with student organization budgets and fee allocations. In college, I served as treasurer of two student organizations, each with membership exceeding 400 students.
I also served two years on a ninemember Committee for Fees Allocation,
which allocated over $7 million in student fees to various student service
entities. After hours of budget hearings,
looking over budget sheets, and analyzing budgets line by line, I know how to
do the job.
Finally, I believe the SBA treasurer
should use the position on the executive
board to promote the appointment of
dedicated committee members.
I believe that the most important
criteria in selecting committee members
should be the applicants' willingness to
put forth the time and effort necessary
to do a good job. I know everyone here
has a great resume.
I want to know if a person applying
for a position is going to do something.
If we have officers willing to put in
some time, we can have an impact on
policy.
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Russell Riviere
Being treasurer of the Student Bar
Association ca.r ries with it a serious
responsibility. With the primary duty
of assisting in the distribution of funds
to student organizations, the SBA treasurer must possess the integrity to handle that responsibility. I believe that I
possess just such integrity.
Over the last year I have served the
GULC community as a second-year delegate. As part of my duties as delegate,
I have also served on the Law Center
Affairs Committee. The time spent as a
member of the SBA has given me the
skills and experience necessary to exercise the duties of treasurer in exceptional fashion.
The importance of GULC's student
organizations cannot be underestimated. Student groups represent the very
backbone of the student body. The treasurer elected to aid in the distribution of
funds to those groups must be both
impartial and equitable. I am both.
Now is the time for you to act.
Make a decision that will add to the
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greater good of the GULC community.
If elected I will execute my duties with

diligence and excellence. I'm asking
you to make a difference by voting for
Russell Riviere for treasurer of the SBA.

Secretary
Kara Preissel
As a member of the Student Bar
Association and a number of other studet).t groups for the past two years, I
know a great deal about what is wrong
and what is right within the SBA. As a
co-chair for this year's Equal Justice
Foundation auction and a member of
the Georgetown Outreach board, I get
to see how the SBA works from a number of perspectives.
While the SBA has been wise to
give a lot of autonomy to the numerous
student groups on campus, I feel that
the hands-off attitude causes the SBA to
appear removed from the life of the
average student. To a number of people, the SBA is just a group that disperses funds to student groups and
runs the Barrister's Ball. I think that the
SBA needs to be more accessible to the
student body in general; it needs to be a
forum for student voices to be heard
and a conduit of information.
To that end, I feel that the position
of secretary should encompass more
than simply keeping minutes for the
meetings,. producing agendas, and
chairing the social committee. I would
like the position of secretary to be more
public relations oriented; the secretary
should serve as a liaison between the
SBA and concerned students.
I want the SBA to regularly publish
a column detailing major decisions and
issues that will be coming up for
debate, either in What's Happening or
Law Weekly. Students should be more
informed about important decisions
and feel that they have access to the
decision makers. In addition, the SBA
should take a more active role in sponsoring events for students. Most of the
events on campus are sponsored by student groups who often lack the power
or the funds to do many events.
The SBA should try to co-sponsor
events with student groups in need of
organizational support, and initiate
new social events that are available to
students that are not involved in student groups. An example of a successful program the SBA initiated in the
past is the first-year hockey trip.
New events that students wanted
to sponsor this year, but were unable to
sponsor, included an open-mike night
and an affirmative action debate. These
events should be on the SBA agenda for
next year. Elections are Tuesday and
Wednesday. I encourage everyone to
come out and vote.
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events and important issues, but also to
serve as an unmistakable advocate of
student needs.
My educational and leadership
background at Haverford College
taught me the value of consensus, and
that gave me the ability to truly listen to
others and openly discuss all aspects of
issues.
However, I consider myself to be
forthright, honest, and a forceful advocate for those I represent. That's you ...
all of you. SBA should not be a forum
for only certain views from certain
members of our community.
SBA should not be unduly influenced by clubs, partisan groups, or any
other power. SBA should lead, never be
led. Hopefully, this is the major impact
I could have on the Executive Board. I
haven't been a part of this milieu long
enough to become an entrenched member of any particular organization or
group. My views are my own. Therefore, I respectfully submit myself as a
candidate for the office of secretary. I
am your advocate.

April lit
..:30-·6.:30
Gewirz TV Lounge
Journals attending:
The Tax Lawyer
Georgetown International Environmental Law Review
American Criminal Law Review
The Georgetown Journal ofLegal Ethics
PART-TIME JOBS AVAILABLE
The Office of Student Conduct & OffCampus Affiira on the Main
Campus of Georgetown University is looking for graduate level students
who would be interested for part-time work during the '9g..'99 school year.

Hours & schedules are flexible, excellent pay, must be able to work
some weekends
For more information, contact Greg Meeropol in the Office of Student
Conduct & Off Campus Affairs 202-687-8413.

OR
FAX or mail a letter of interest and resume to:

Greg Meeropol
530 Leavey Center
Georgetown University
3 7th & 0 Street, NW

Washington, DC 20057
202-687--6255 (fax)
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Jennifer Sinclair
I'm a first year student here at
GULC, so admittedly my experience
with the Student Bar Association is limited. The question to consider is: "is that
a detriment?" As a new student here,
I've learned what it feels like to be
excluded from valuable information
until it's too late to make an informed
decision.
Rumor seems to be the most effective method of communication on our
campus and I find that to be quite odd.
As secretary of the SBA, I would make
it a priority to not only ensure student
access to accurate, timely, and pertinent
information concerning upcoming
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ou've heard about the doomsday
asteroid. If you haven't, it doesn't
matter: it was all a hoax, if not a
publicity stunt.
I heard about it during spring
WITHOUT
break. One morning, as I was lazily
coming out of consciousness, the soothALL
ing d rone of an NPR morning anchor
was barely audible. My sense of calm
RICH.
vanished as Cory Flintoff started issuing warnings about an incoming asteroid that might crash into the earth in 30
years. My heart rate suddenly
increased. "First the Fat Boys break
up," I thought, "and now ... "
The way the story goes, scientists
have identified an asteroid that is on a
collision course with our dear planet. It
is due to crash in October 2028.
Although there has always been a
chance that an asteroid would violently
land on our world, the way news commentators have been talking about it
this one seems especially foreboding. It
seems irrelevant that there is a one in
5,000 chance, during an average life
span of about 66 years, that one would
even land on earth.
The prospect of an asteroid crashing into the earth's surface, altering the universe by pretending we understand the objective searchers of truth - Harvard scientists - were colluding with
global ecosystem and causing serious exactly what's going on.
climate changes everywhere, I have to
The most recent example of this is the film production company?
Apathy combined with cynicism
admit, seems exciting. It's kind of like an upcoming sci-fi film Asteroid, in
El Nino, only a Jot more fiery and hell- which the earth is threatened by an has caused me to w atch the doomsday
ish.
In
fact,
incoming
fiery asteroid drama through a public relaaccording to a
ball of mayhem. tion lens. I don't believe that knowing
New York Times So, as scientists have
The film star who or controlling the universe around us
will undoubtedly has anything to do with how we live
article, a s ingle since dismissed the
slay the intruder our lives or how we treat each other.
asteroid
is
So, as scientists have s ince disis no less than
beHeved to be 2028 doomsday
missed
the 2028 doomsday asteroid, my
knock-'
em-down,
responsible for the asteroid, my days
s h oo t -'e m - up , days haven' t gotten any better. If anyextinction
of
round-the-way- thing, the fact that the asteroid is no
dinosaurs billions haven't gotten any
Republican Bruce longer a threat has only made conversaof years ago.
better.
tion a little less interesting.
Willis.
AU of this to
While paranoia about the uncerThe previews,
me seems surreal.
I mean, until I was 13, asteroids were which have been shown in theaters for tainties that surround us is expected, it
things we were supposed to blow up at a couple of months now, make the may also make us come to terms with
the arcade. (Don't mind my sick fasci- movie seem like a cross between Apollo our own mortality.
My self-righteous hope is that with
nation with the apocalypse. It's incorri- 13, Contact, Men in Black and Twister.
gible. You see, I grew up Catholic. In This is why, upon further reflection, the the shadow of incoming asteroids
h igh school, I used to have this sick whole 2028 asteroid collision hoopla looming over us, we just become a little
attachment to the fictional Four Horse- seems a little suspicious. Call me cyni- more conscious of what it is that drives
men of the Apocalypse. Today, I'm con- cal, but wasn't the sudden interest in our anxieties about intrusion and invavinced the revolution will only come dinosaurs before Jurassic Park and the sion.
Instead of trying to control and
with help from the heavens.)
Titanic before Titanic make you wonder
Forget the surrealism the as·teroid if the asteroid thing isn' t simply a pro- destroy the intruder, maybe we should
take notes and treat each other a little
drama evokes, the notion that we need motional gimmick?
to conquer - or even control ...,. the
It seems more logical to me that better.
We will never know when "it'' is
universe around us is not new. Despite asteroids have been within striking
the recent front-page fascination with range for centuries: there was simply really all over anyway.
incoming celestial bodies, we've always never a Bruce Willis movie being
Sylvain is a biweekly columnist.
attempted to legitimate our place in the released months later. Could it be that
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Submit letters to the editor by e-mail to
laweekly@law.georgetown.edu or on disk to
the Law Weekly office in Room 161 or the
Law Weekly mailbox in Room 171. Letters
should not exceed 500 words.
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MPRE enough to make anyone cheat
o I . took the MPRE over spring
break, and I think it really prepared me well for next August,
because I'm pretty sure I'm gonna get to
take it again. Everyone I talked to
beforehand said it was easy.
The way they made it sound, you
got a 70 just for remembering to bring a
photo I.D. But you didn't, and the questions were, like, really long, and hard. I
thought I was ready for basic ethics
questions, like "should you date your
sister's friends?" (it depends), but these
were, of course, legal ethics, that special
brand of ethics you can have even if
you're a crooked bastard.
After the test, my friends were saying that if you fail a legal ethics exam,
you must be a good person. Yeah, that's
really funny. And I can't wait to graduate and sue their sorry asses.
I think the hardest questions were
the ones where the answers were a) yes,
b) yes, c) no, and d) no, unless ... You've
really got to keep your eye on those bar
examiners.
They like to play "hide the ethic."
And the questions were so long; some
of them had dedications: "Special
thanks to X, Esq., whose ethical creativity inspired the following." (Now
there's a career goal.)
By the time I read through one, I
was totally confused as to who I was
supposed to like. Usually, I could narrow the answers down to two options,
but then there was some crucial piece of
information missing, and it became a
toss-up. Either there is a rule, or there
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by David Fromm, 3L
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isn't, and the MPRE isn't open book.
Man, but if it were, I woulda kicked! As
it was, I circled a lot of C's.
The guy sitting next to me was an
older man. He looked like he was
around 60, a big, bald guy with a bag of
candy who seemed not to know what
was going on.
Before the test started, he leaned
over to me and said, "So, what, they
give you 50 minutes for this?" And I'm,
like, "uh, can I have a Swedish fish?" It
was pretty pathetic. The proctors were
adjusting the lights in the room until
my neighbor yelled at them, and they
stopped.
The other hard thing about the
questions was that they all seemed to
ask about stuff outside my realm of
experience. I mean, there was that question about counterfeit money. I don't
know what counterfeit money looks
like, I might have some on me right
now, but I can't imagine ever recognizing it. So how could I reasonably suspect some other lawyer of palming it
off?
It sounds more like someone's a little jealous of the big spender, and wants
to get him into trouble. Therefore,
maybe the rat, and not the big spender,
should be subject to discipline. I don't
know. But there was no circle for that
answer, and I don't think they give you

points for reasoning.
And what kind of discipline is this,
anyway? I mean, what are they going to
do? Shoot you in the knee? Paddle you?
Take away your gavel? I think not.
They might do that on Ally McBeal, but
not in my jurisdiction.
Anyway, I think the test would be
better if they asked us ethical questions
about things we had some experience
with. To that end, the board of bar
examiners might want to consider the
following questions for future use. (You
had to see it corning.)
1) You're in a study group, and the
group has put strict parameters on the
circulation of its outline. A good friend
of yours asks you if they can get a copy.
You say: a) No, sucker; b) No, because
you think you would be "subject to discipline" in your group; c) Yes, if she's
cute; or d) Yes, unless you think that
they might be smarter than you, in
which case you Wite-Out words like
"reversed" or "Spann thinks ...."
2) At the end of your property class,
the professor asks you if you can meet
at the Irish Times to talk about some
"research." You say: a) Yes, my body is
a temple, but I'll grant you an easement;
b) Sure, if it will get me on the dean's
List; c) Yes, if she's cute; or d) No,
because your contracts professor might
get jealous.
3) You're an administrator at a
major law school. You offer student
housing next to an interstate highway
and a parking lot in an area that's
unsafe after dark. You should: a) charge

Say it loud and s ay it proud .K., so it's a slow fortnight for commentary
fodder. Yeah, I could comment on one of the
nineteen Clinton scandals, the big asteroid
scare, or all things evil about GULC. In fact, just so
you can't say I'm not a real commentary writer, I
will: 1) Ken and Bill, 12 rounds, Caesar's; 2) whew!;
3) one word for you: Sodexho.
Right, the n. Moving to important stuff: since it's
Oscar time, let's talk movies. Just let me have this
one fluff article. I promise that next time I'm up, I'Li
spill lots of ink about partial-birth abortions or
something grown-up like that.
Let me begin with a rather embarrassing
(though I'm not sure why) preface: I love the
movies. I think most of us understate the importance of film in our lives. Sometimes, they tell us
important stuff (Malcolm X, Schindler's List). Movies
also help define us on a generational level (Clueless,
anything with Ben Affleck). Often, they simply
entertain the hell out of us, and provide a great cure
for A-paper-itis.
I know most of us go once in a while, but I really have a need for them. 0 .K., I, too, can think of
things that surpass the joie de cinema, but lots of
crap you probably think is essential for life, I would
place a distant runner-up to Milk Duds, digital
sound, and a three-hour epic boat flick.
Hey, you knew that was coming, right? Titanic.
There, I've said it. Don't worry, it's not printed in
bold or all caps. No one on the Metro or in the cafeteria (or, dare I say, in corporations) will see that
you' re reading this particular piece.
But, le t's be honest, that movie was something
else. Along with Good Will Hunting and 771e Ice
Storm, Titanic was clearly the year's cinematic highlight. In fact, I would put it up against the best
movies of all time.
What I think is fascinating is the number and
shape of camps that have emerged in the wake (guffaw) of Titanic. There seem to be two main schools of
thought. First, the re are those who love it and admit
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by Arthur Whang, 2L

rent upwards of $600 for a triple; b)
have lots of unconfirmable "events" on
the 12th floor; c) really stress the fitness
center; or d) make faculty live there.
4) At the barristers' ball, you
should: a) Bring a notebook and write
down any conduct you think the bar
admissions boards might want to hear
about; b) Get really drunk and tell anyone who will listen that your real name
is "Joaquin;" c) Take the opportunity to
accost all the students who talk too
much in class; or d) Find a faculty member and whisper, "if I could re-arrange
the alphabetical seating chart, I'd put U
and I together."
Anyway, look for these and similar
questions on upcoming MPREs. In fact,
you may want to use this column to
study. And, just like with the MPRE,
anyone who reads this far gets to pass.
Fromm is a biweekly columnist
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I hope it wins the big
award. I've heard many
pe ople say that they hope
anything but Titanic wins
the Oscar. There are other
fine movies out there in the
field, but nothing made me
feel as much like I was
actually a part of some
momentous experience.
it. That's me. I don't take it as far as some do. In
other words, I haven' t done the chat room thing, or
the see-it-weekly thing.
But, I did like it immensely -- all five times, in
case you' re wondering. Sure, five is a little extreme,
but it's still about seven short of the per capita average in this country. What's that saying about lameness loving company? In Europe and Asia, you
apparently have to reserve tickets more than two
weeks in advance, speaking of lame ...
Fear not. I'm not going to go into all the specific
reasons why Titanic was so good. Lauding the
actors, effects, love story, etc. are all cliches that
have lived and died many deaths in the past several
months. This brings me to lhe second Titanic camp
out there:
I saw it coming. This movie is popular as hell.
No one with anything warmer than ice running

through their veins can muster something bad to
say about it. Yeah, in a few months, said I, people
will claim to hate it, not knowing what the fuss is all
about, etc.
These are the same cool dudes who claimed that
they hated Forrest Gump and that they loved the
Seattle sou nd before Nirvana broke through. You
know, they wear those Trainspotting baby-tees and
clandestinely watch Friends and Party of Five with
the ringer turned off.
My guess is that these yahoos teared up just like
all of us during Titanic, but feel this irrevocable urge
to denounce all things loved by "the people." Yeah,
you probably got your kid sister to buy and ship
you the soundtrack in an unmarked package, right?
Slick.
I actually appreciate the Titanic backlash. It's a
part of success, I guess. Too bad Titanic isn't of a
subject matter that would ren der uncouth all the
bad-mouthing of it (like, "yeah, that Amistad was
really awful ... ").
I hope it wins the big award. I've heard many
people say that they hope anything but Titanic wins
the Oscar. There are other fine movies out there in
the field, bu t nothing made me feel as much like I
was actually a part of some momentous experience.
In case you're one of the, like, 43 individuals in
America who hasn't seen it, go. Make sure it's at a
big theater with pumped-up sound. Go with that
special someone. My guess is that, in spite of yourself, you'll love it.
In case any of you were wondering, yeah, it was
sort of embarrassing to brazenly admit my fondness
for Titanic in this article. Maybe I should form a student support organization? How could I get it to
rhyme with -ALSA, though? Ah, screw it. Maybe I'll
just collect memorabilia, build models, get Titanic
tattooed on my forehead and start hitting the web
sites ...
Whang is a biweekly columnist .
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REBECCA BECKER
PMBR IIEAD REPRESENTATIVE
MULTISTATE BAR REVIEW SPECIALIST

(301) 493-9691

March 6, 1998

To All Student Groups and Journals:
I would like to inform you of a special offer from PMBR - the Multistate

Bar Review Specialist. Between now and Monday, April 6, 1998, P:MBR is offering a
special rate to groups of ten or more. PMBR is offering its courses at the following rates:
3 day course: $250
6 day course: $395
Both courses: $565
.

If you can get a group of ten or more together and you are interested in

either or both of the courses, please contact me at the above telephone number to arrange
to receive applications.
Good luck on the Bar!

